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CHAPTER I 
i'1: 
~? 
I, INTRODUCTION 
HistoriQal Thinking About the Intermediate State. Belief in an 
.. ~ . .......... . 
intermediate state has never been wholly absent from religious thought. 
One purpose of this investigation has been to examine data concerning an 
intermediate state., and what its nature is, By the expression, inter-
mediate s tate, is meant the realm or condition in which the souls of 
men exist f rom the time of physical death to the resurrection of their 
bodies, 
Thomas J. Bigham observed that, "Zoroastrians, late Hebrew reli-
gion, Stoicism, Christianity and Mohammedanism all have such a belief, 
as against Eastern religions generally,"1 Loraine Boettner said that 
such a belief is "never denied among those who believe in a resurrection 
and judgment. "2 John r-liley felt that "there is no place for such a 
question as that of an intermediate state loihen men do not believe in the 
resurrection and the judgment,"3 
The Old Testament Scriptures were the doctrinal authority of the 
Hebrews, and they fo.rhade their seeking after wizards and witches to con-
tact the dead. This would indicate that they had a firm conviction of a 
1 Virgilius Ferm, (ed.) • Encyc:l,opaeclia ~ Religion ( Ne'" York: The Philosophical Library, 1945) 1 p. 337, 
2toraine Boettner• Imm9~tality (Grand Rapids: Wm, B, Eerdmans Pub-lishing Co,, 1956), p~ 59. 1 
3-Tohn Miley 1 Systematic;: Theology (New York: Eaton and t1ains, 1894) 1 
II, P• ~~30, 
conscious existence after death. This Hebrew concept of soul-conscious-
ness after death served to promote the thought of an intermediate state. 
The early Church Fathers: Tertullian, Lactantius, Irenaeus, Ori-
gen, Hilary, Ambrose and Augustine all held firm convictions of an in-
termediate span before the resurrection. For example, Irenaeus said: 
It is manifest .•t}1.at the souls of His disciples also upon \-those 
account the Lord 4nq~rwent these things, shall go away into the in-
visible place allotted to them by God, and there remain until the 
resurrection, awaiting that event.l 
F. w. Farrar surveyed early opinions on the subject thus: 
The ancient Fathers are nearly as tmaninmous in recogn'i zing an 
intermediate state as popular teaching is unanimous in speaking of 
"dying and going str,a·ig _ht to heaven or to hell." ••• To our own 
Reformers it seemed so clear that the entrance on the state of 
aeonian joy or sorrow was not decided till the resurrection, that, 
in the Fortieth Article of 1552, they imply their belief in the 
Intermediate State by their express condemnation of the fancy of 
psyahopannychia, or the inanition of the soul between death and 
judgment. 2 
The Reformed position usually side-steps the issue of an inter-
mediate state, lest they be felt to lean toward purgatorial ideas. 
However, Charles Hodge, a Reformed theologian said, "As all Christians 
believe in the resurrection of the body and a future judgment, they all 
believe in an intermediate state."3 But then he continued to insist 
that believers are admitted into the highest heaven immediately. J ohn 
1Alexander Roberts and James Donaldson, (eds.), The Ante-Nicene 
Fathers (New York: Charles Scribner's Sons, 1908), I, p:-5so:--
2r. w. Farrar, Hercy ~Judgment (New York: E. P. Dutton and 
Company, 1881), p. 68. 
3 Charles Hodge, Systematic Theology (Grand Rapids: Wm. B. Eerd-
mans Publishing Co., 1946), III, p. 724. 
2 
Calvin, the Reformer champion, was quick to brand the idea of an inter-
mediate state as being frivolous: 
Many persons exceedingly perplex themselves by discussing what 
place departed souls occupy, and whether they be now in the enjoy-
ment of heavenly pleasure or not. But it is foolish and rash to 
enquire about the t~ings unknown, more deeply than God permits us 
to know about them, 
Professor Edgar Mullins, a Southern Baptist, testified: "Chris-
3 
tians at death go directly into the presence of Christ and of God, There 
is not a long delay between the moment of death and some future time, 112 
He said nothing at this point as to what happens to the unbelieving at 
the hour of death. Oswald J, Smith specifically pointed out, "that there 
3 
are none in hell yet," 
Dr. John lHley stated that "since then [the Reformation] the Pro-
testant churches have mostly rejected the doctrine of an intermediate 
4 
state," 
There are those who believe that the righteous enter immediately 
into the ppesence of God in the highest heaven; and that the unbelieving 
are immediately thrust into ·the lake of fire, To them the problem of an 
intermediate state is non-existent in terms of a distinct place, The mat-
ter of a judgment in the future is quite overlooked by many who would 
usher both saint and sinner immediately into their eternal dwellings, 
lJ~hn Calvin, Institutes~.~ Christian Reli~ion, trans., John 
Allen (Ph~la.: Presbyterian Board of Chr~stian Educat~on, 1932), II, p. 208, 
. 
2Edga: Young ~ullins, ~Christian Religion~~ Doctrinal~­
press~on (Ph~ladelph~a: The Judson Press, 1917), P• 460. 
3 Oswald J. Smith, The Voice ~Prophecy (London: Marshall, Morgan 
and Scott; 1954), p. 90, 
4 • . Z.hley, ~cit., p. 432 , 
4 
It can be said that although comparatively little is said in the 
the Bible about the intermediate :state, this cannot force a conclusion of 
its non-existence. Even the Reformed thinkers are not in agreement as to 
its existence or non-exist.ence. Since the Bible carries quite full des-
cription of events and . settings of the ultimate state rather than that of 
an intermediate state, this accent seems to be the -principle emphasis · in 
most Christian thinking. · Hm-1ever, representative theologians in all ages 
have said • that due to certain e:tpressions of an eschatalogical natu!'e in 
Scriptures, there must be an intermediate state, where the souls of the 
dead now dwell 1 awaiting another "fulness of time" event, the resurrection. 
Any study of the intermediate state is open to various negative 
reactions. Jonathan \ieaver, for example, has suggested: 
If it were essential to our eternal salvation that we should know 
all the mysteries concerning the state and p,lace of the soul between 
the death and resurrection of the body, God would have revealed it to 
us in His word.! 
Of much the same tenor are the words of Oscar Cullman: 
For the New Testament resurrection faith it is sufficient to have 
concerning this intermediate state of the dead the one certainty on 
~hich alone ever~hing ~epen~s• that he who belie;es in Christ, who2 ~s the Resurrect~on, "w~ll l~ve• even though he d~es" (John 11:25). 
A treatise of this type has not been d~awn up to establish the 
thought that this doctrine is essential to salvation at all. Rather the 
intent of the treatise has been to investigate the various pertinent 
1 Johathan Weaver, Christian Tl)eology (Dayton, Ohio: Un.ited Brethren 
Publishing House, 1900) 1 p. 288. 
2oscar Cullman, Christ and Time (Phil~delphia: The Westminster 
Press, 1950), p. 241. ~-
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opinions that are held. 
II. THE PROBLEH 
Statement 2!_ ~ prol::!lem. The purpose of the stv.dy at hand has 
been t\wfold: (1) to e>camine the doctrine of the intermediate state as 
it is held by Conservative Evangelicals, and (2) by means of comparison 
and contrast, to erJlibit the ways in which the Seventh-Day Advent:tst po-
sition agrees with or differs from the Conservative Evangelical position. 
Importance ~ the pr~blem. The problem is justified from the ba-
sic frustration which is general throughout Christendom, as to 11hether the 
Seventh-Day Adventist movement should be considered as a cult or not. 
Walter R. Martin in the preface of his recent book• ~ Truth 
About Seventh-Day Adventism, has stated that, 
While an undergraduate student in New York City in 1949, the 
writer extensively studied Seventh-Day Adventist history and theol-
ogy, and concluded that "Adventists" Nere a cult of Christian ex-
traction but with enough heretical error in their doctrine to 
exclude them from the body of Christ. 1 
Donald Grey Barnhouse in writing the forward for Martin stated: 
As a result of our studies in Seventh-Day Adventism, Walter Mar-
tin and I reached a conclusion that Seventh-Day Adventists are a 
truly Christian group, rather than an anti-Christian cult •••• We 
did not, and do not, accept some of their theological positions 
which we conside2 to be extravagant'· and other which we consider to 
be non-biblical. 
However, Barnhouse and Hartin do not speak for all Evangelicals, 
1Walter R. Hartin, The Truth About Seventh-Day Adventism (Grand 
Rapids: Zondervan Publishing-House, 1960), p. 9. · 
2Ihid., p . 7. 
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and the question of Seventh-Day Adventism being a non-Christian cult is 
still unanswered to many. 
Herbert Bird gives an example of -a typical Evangelical appraisal 
of Seventh-Day Adventism as follows: 
A second deficiency is common to the large quantity of discussion 
of Seventh-Day Adventism that proceed from the Evangelical wing of 
Protestantism, Such writings. to be sure frequently contain material 
of substantial usefulness in assessing certain features of Seventh-
·, 
Day Adventist doctrine. Nevertheless, most of these fall short of a 
satisfactory estimate of this movement to the degree that they consi• 
der "legalism" to be equivalent to a high view of the moral la\i as a 
standard of conduct for the Christian in this age, and condemn Seventh-
Day Adventism for affirming the perpetual and universal validity of 
the ten commandments.l 
It is evident that the view held of the intermediate state will 
reveal certain basic presuppositions. As an example, the thought of pro-
bation is cited by Heave!': 
The idea of an intermediate probation or an intermediate pu!'gator-
ial state, may suggest to the mind the thought that if not saved at 
the end of the first probation, salvation may be obtained2on second probation. In this sense it may become a vital question. 
Another important instance concerns the idea of the natul'e of man. 
A different idea on this doctrine is easily detected in one's idea of the 
intermediate state if it promotes annihilationism. This study has con-
sidered only the question as it relates to a few basic Bible doctrines. 
Although all areas of doctrine were not covered, sufficient conside!'ation 
was given to the Seventh-Day Adventist position to show where it was 
1Herbert s. Bird, Theology ~Seventh-Day Adventism (Grand Rapids: 
Wm. B. Eerdmans Publishing Company, 1946), p. 7. 
2 Weaver, ~ .£!:!.:_, p. 278. 
7 
different from the Evangelical position. 
.. 
Delimitation ~.!!:!! problem. A great number of Evangelical wri- · 
ters express the conviction that there is an intermecliate state, although 
thej.• may not clearly define it. ·Among those consulted in this thesis are 
the Reformers, John Calvin and James Arminius. Representative of today' s 
Evangelicais, the \-rriter has chosen the related works of Charles Hodge, 
Loraine Boettner; Oscar Cullman, Richard Trench, Marvin Vincent, James Orr, 
Carl Henry, Olin Curtis, Emery Bancroft, s. J. Gamertsfelder, Jonathan 
Weaver, George Osmun and John Miley. Many Evangelical writers handle the 
subject cautiously because of its being unsupported with a great body of 
Scriptural evidence, while others are dogmatic and build a great case on 
the evidence available. 
The idea of a continued existence of the soul after death, how-
ever vague, is generally held by all Protestants. This investigation has 
sought to render a service to Evangelicals in summarizing a proper state-
ment of their position :regarding the intermediate state • . The problem has 
centered upon the immediate effects of death upon man: where he goes at 
death and what he does as an immaterial being, together with his abilities 
or lack of abilities in responding to his new environment. The stu~y na 
occupied i-tself with the theory of the immortality of the soul as a fun-
damental concern prerequisite to considering the- problem. The matters of 
millenia! theories, retribution of the wicked, and eternal rewards for the 
righteous do not fall within the scope of this consideration. Only such 
matters as will contribute specifically to the problem have been included. · 
III~ PROCEDURE 
O:r•)!;an:zati.on ~ proce.qu~o .2!, study~ The method of procedure has 
been first of all to be interrogative. ·rhe problems that underlie the 
study of the intermediate stata are mal'ly and weighty. The nature of mc:m 
is .basio to all. of them~ Is man trichotomous or only dichotomous in be-
ing? Or is man monochotomous and absolutely indivisible? The fullest 
treatises on this .great doctrine are usually verbose and opinionated • 
. Studies itl systematic theologies seem to give a full learing; but often 
use a proof-text method. In conjunction with this investigation of the 
nature of man. the matter of immortality has been considered. 
8 
Linked with and springing from the nature of man and immortaUty• 
is the logical question of how death will effect his being. The basic 
Bible concept of death has been examin~d next • in Ol"'der to tell its 
effect upon man. With this consideration given, the thesis than moved to 
the problem propel" of an intermediate state. 
In Chapter I an introduction to the problem was set forth. In 
Chapter II a comprehensive investigation of Evangelical sources was made. 
With considerable difficult a summary statement regarding the interme-
diate state was established which would be agreeable to a majority of 
Evangelicals. In Chapter III the S.eventh-Day Adve.ntist ~riew of an inter-
mediat·e EJtate 1.-zas sought out and points of sufficient similarity "rere com-
pared therein ~ith the Evangelical position. Points of disagreement on 
the part of the Seventh-Day Adventists were contrasted then with the al-
ready established Evangelical position. Chapter IV presents a summary of 
opinions from both groups relat.ive to an intermediate state; and gives 
conclusions and suggestions for further study. 
IV. DEFINITIONS 
Throughout the thesis the ·term Evangelical '>Till be used to denote 
that doctrinal position which is loyal to the Gospel of Jesus Christ, in 
contrast to the rationalistic and legalistic positions. Further as used 
in this thesis, Evangelical \.Jill denote that which is of the Conservativa 
type, as opposed to the rabid dogmatism of the Fundamental Evangelical the 
Evangelical claim of Nee-Orthodox• which is more correctly identified as 
being Nee-Liberal. 
Liberalism in theology as defined by Lueker is "the tendency which 
refuses to accept orthodox creeds and Scriptural teachings 9 but allm.Js wide 
latitude <.Jith regard to religious beliefs."l Again in another place he 
defines it more completely:· 
Since approximately 1875 an increasing number of theologians in re-
formed churches have challenged the old beliefs. Parading at first 
as liberal theology, this trend is now generally known as Modernism. 
Its premise is that there .is no revealed and absolute truth and that 
man is constantly in search of religious truth. Modernism is a theo-
logical method t-ather than a system of beliefs •••• Liberal theology 
claimed: the fatherhood of God, immanence of God, the brotherhood of 
man, the perfectibility of man. 2 
V. SOURCES 
Source materials. The Holy Scriptures in the American Standard 
Edition of 1901 1 has been the final source of authority in the entire 
1Lueker, 2.1?.:. .£!h., p. 580. 2 Ibid., P• 707. 
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investigation. Systematic theologies, commentaries; histories, encyclo-
pedias, books and periodicals on the subject have been referred to. In 
each inst nee 1 .,,hera feasible • original ~.,ri tings were employed as pri-
mary sources. There were cultic writers and philosophers holding views 
pertinent to the problem, who t;rere cited as points of reference. 
CHAPTER II 
THE CONSERVATIVE EVANGELICAL VIEH OF THE INTERMEDIATE STATE 
I. !'fAN AND I MHORTAI,ITY 
A study of the intermediate state is meaningless without f irst as-
certaining the ty~e of being such a state Hould serve. Thus it is that 
this study has been prefaced with an investigation on the nature of man. 
~ natu~e .9£. man~ iml11orta·lity ~the _~. The question of 
immortality is involved basically in the nature of man. Is man body, 
soul and spirit.--three distinct entities within the one man? The irnme-
diate ansvrer of some \·rould be in the negative • in order to affirm that 
man is only a two-part being . Still others would say that his being is 
inseparably one entity. The trichotomous~ or three entity view, is foun-
ded on certain Scriptures •·rhich speak of man's tri-partite functions: 
namely• I Thessalonians 5:23• "your whol.~ spirit and soul and body•" and 
Hebrews 4: 12, "dividing • • • of soul and spirit." Rev. ,J. B. Heard in 
his book, ~ Trlpartite Na,ture ~ ~. explalns that "the body denotes 
sense-consciousness;~oul; self-consciousness; and s irit, God-con-
. nl sc~ousness. This trichotomous vie~ is generally set aside because 
Scripture speaks the same things of the soul as it does of the spirit. 
Dr. c. L. Ives in his book, Bible Doctrines 2!_.!.!!! Sou+ affirms 
1charles M. !<lead, The Soul Here and Hereafter (Boston: The Con-
gregational Publishing Society. 1879f, P• 46. (quote from r~r. J. B. 
Heard). 
12 
the monochotomous or single entity idea: 
There is no real distinction between the body and the soul. The 
body is the soul, and the soul is the body. All that the Bible ha.s 
to say of a soul , we say of an organism. It appertains to man and to 
animals. It is material: it is liable to death. Hence death is the 
end of human existence. • • • It must be inferred that the current 
notion of a soul surviving the body is opposed to the Bible. 1 
Thus the theory of a single entity as seen from the above quote, readily 
reveals its fatalistic philosophy. 
Dichotomous view. Out of the confusion of these two extreme views 
-
the voice of Protestants usually favors the dichotomous view. The soul 
and spirit are thus viewed as but different expressions of the same en-
tity. Dr. Charles Hodge has expressed the dichotomous view thus: 
The Scriptural doctrine of the nature of man as a created spirit 
in vital union with an organized body, consisting, therefore, of 
two, and only two, distinct elements or sub~tances, matter and mind, 
(body and soul) is one of great importance. 
Immortality. Out of this understanding comes the assumption that 
when the body dies, the soul lives on. To be called immortal is under-
stood as a condition rendered as imperishable. Thus Boettner has expressed 
that "immortality means the eternal, continuous, conscious existence of 
the soul after death of the body."3 This is the idea held by many Evan-
gelical theologians regarding the soul of man. That the soul never dies, 
1Mead, ~~' p. 12, (quote from Dr. C. L. Ives). 
2char],es Hodge, Systematic 'I:heoloW (Grand Rapids: Wm. B. Eerdmans 
Publishing Co., 1946), II, p. 46. 
31 . B ' (G d 'd B E d ora~ne oettner, Immortal~ty ran Rap~ s: Wm. • er mans 
Publishing Co., 1956), p. 59. 
13 
or will live forever, when in its immortal condition freed from the body, 
is seldom contested theologically, as far as the righteous dead are con-
earned. Some have the idea that immortality designates a condition of 
deity and godlikeness. In this regard Jaroslav Pelikan notes that, 
"Luther used immortality as a synonym for resurrection, 111 
One might consider it to be a universal belief held by man, that 
man is immortal, This is not the case, however, as is sho\m in the July, 
1959, Ne"~>l York Herald Tribune report: 
The World Poll regarding the belief of immortality [shows] , , , 
of the nine countries surveyed, Italy had the highest percentage of 
people believing in life after death, 51%; with 28% believing it 
likely, and only 21% considering it unlikely or indicating they did 
not know, In France, only 31% believe in life after death, and in 
Germany, to my surprise, only 28%, with 19% thinking it likely, and 
53% saying "no," The most tragic report came from Japan, where 
only 9% believed in life after death, 21% thought it likely, and 
70% said "no, 11 2 
Aphth.artos ~ athanatos. The English word "mortal" carries the 
idea of being subject to death or destined to die. The word "immortal" 
is from the Latin immortalis; meaning deathlessness, Immortal, l,.f&t{~-f-o£ 
(aphthartos) in the Greek text, is understood as that which is incorrup-
ted or incorruptible, This is the thought conveyed to readers in I Tim-
othy 1:7, "Now unto the King eternal, immortal, invisible," In keeping with 
this meaning Richard Trench says: 
1Jaroslav Pelikan, Companion Volume, Luther ~Expositor (St, 
Louis: Concordia Publishing House, 1959), p. 188, 
2wilbur M, Smith, "World Poll on Immortality," Sunday School 
Times, July 11, 1959 1 p. 42, (data from New York Herald Tribune), 
The \YOl~d pi."edicates of God that Hlil ic e xempt from that \veal" and 
\vaste atl'd final pel~ishing; that phtho:t'a [desh"uction. ruin, rnot~tal­
ity, death] w~ich time and sin 1-'iork~ng in time, bring about in all 
\ihich is outside of Him, and to which He hac not communicated of 
his own aphthal''s ia.l 
In Paul, this expression and condition is usually predicated of God, as is 
seen in Romans 1:23: "And changed the glol"Y of the incorruptible God. 11 
He also uses : the \"lOrd to· describe the' inhel"i:tance of the faithful, thus 
Romans 2:7: "To them that by patience in well doing seek for glory and 
honor and i~c;o.r:t'upt.iop ,, eternal life." He uses the word again in II Tim- · 
othy 1:10 to denote how the condition is transmitted: "Jesus Christ • , , 
hath br•ought .life and immortality . to light through the Gospel," Hence it 
is considered that men, through the Gospel partake of this nature of God, 
Such is the thought of F, \v. Farrar when he stated: "The simple 
and unmistakable words immortal and immortality are never predicated of 
sinners. 112 However, in emphasizing this position he tries to establish the 
principle that sinners are not immortal, Marvin Vincent carries this idea 
of immortality still further: 11The word aphthartos is a compound of ~· 
not, and pl:ltheiro, to destroy or corrupt , • , and emphasizes the indes-
tructibility of substance."3 It is therefore a condition which corruption 
and decay cannot touch, Thus Trench concludes, "Properly speaking, God 
1Richard Chenevix Tret_lch ~ Synonyms .2!, the ~ Testament (Grand 
Rapids: Wm, B. Eerdmans Publ1.sh1.ng Company, 1948), p. 254, 
2r. w. Farrar, Hercy and Judgment (New York: E. P, Dutton and 
Company, 1881); p. 387. 
3Narvin R. Vincent • ~-/prd Studies in the New Testament (Grand 
Rapids: wm. B. Eerdmans Publl.shing Co.' !946'},'" I' P• . 630. 
15 
only is i!lRhthartos, the heathen theology recognizing this not less clearly 
than the Biblical.nl 
A kindred word to d ;ee>.~+c~ (aphthartos) is .i&c{vo.TcJ (athanatos), 
from ,/,... {a- ) , not, and 9 vi tr t.< ._, ( thnesko) • to die • Translated as immor-
tality in I Corinthians 15:53 and 54• it appears with 6.;9t(~~(aphthar-
tos), each of them bearing \'that is their distinctive meaning: 11For this 
corruptible f:4>8etf'T~" ( phtharton)] must put on incorruption [J.f&4~c\v (aph-
tharsian) J, and this mortal [ 6 11 ~1" ~If ( thneton)], mu.st put on immortality 
) I [G.9o.voJI'\O.v (athanasian)] 1 etc •• " Paul also uses the word in I Timothy 
6:14,16: " ••• our Lord Jesus Christ • • • who only hath immortality 
I -' rA,O~vO.CP\.0.\f (athanasian)]." It is characteristic of Jesus Chris t that He 
was not subject to death or destined to die. On this verse John Calvin 
has commented: 
Paul now says that God alone is immortal in order to inform us, 
that we and all the creatures do not, strietly speaking, live, but 
only borrow life from Him •••• When it is seid, that God alone 
possesses immortality,it is not denied that He bestows it, as He 
pleases, on any of His creatures •••• If you take away the pm1er 
of God which is eonnected to the soul of man, it will instantly 
fade away. Strictly speaking, therefore, immortality does not 
subsist in the nature of sou~s or of angels, but co~es from another 
source , namely, fr0m the secret inspiration of God. 
E~tran~~ upqn immortality. There is yet another question to be 
raised as to the activity of the soul in immortality . When does the soul 
enter into this state of immortality? Three positions are found in the 
lTrench, .~cit . • p. 254. 
2John Calvin, Commenta~ on Epistles ~Timothy, Titus ~ Phile-
mon (Grand Rapids: tlm . B. Eerdmaii'S Publishing Co., 1948), p. 167. 
-
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Christian world: <t> at the time of conception, (2) at the time of conver-
sion, and (3) at the time of the resurrection, The first position is 
staunchly defended by Tertullian: 
We indeed maintain that both (body and soul) are conceived, and 
formed, and perfectly simultaneously, as well as born together; and 
that not a moment's interval occurs in their conception, so that a 
prior place can be assigned to either, • , , As death .is defined to 
be nothing else than the separation of the body and the soul, life 
which is the opposite of death, is susceptible of no other defini-
tion than the conjunction of body and sou1. 1 
Heinrich Heppe, a Reformed theologian had this to say: 
Souls of children are not begotten by the parents and are not 
transmitted by generation, , • ~ If God alone is the Father of 
spirits or souls, then they are not generated by paren~s, \vhat-
ever is propagated by the parents dies with the flesh. 
Tertullian would not disagree with this, but he would yet affirm 
that the soul enters the egg at the time of fertilization by the sperm, 
Also the courts of our land that judge abortion cases, view the aborted 
fetus as a life that has been murdered, 
Augustine exempli~ies a dual .position, perhaps that in agreement 
with Tertullian, and that 'of coming into immortality at the time of the 
resurrection: · 
The 'soul is said to be immortal, and · im.mortal it is according to 
a certain manner of its own, for it is a kind of life which is 
able to give life to the body by its presence, For by the soul doth 
the body live, This lift! cannot die, and therefore is the soul immor-
tal, , , • There is a kind of immortality, an entire unchangeableness, 
1Alexander Roberts and James Donaldson (eds.), The Ante-Nicene 
Fathers (New York: Charles Scribner's Sons, 1908), III7P'.'""'2'01. . 
2Heinrich Heppe, Reformed .Dogmatics, trans,, G. T. Thomson (London: 
George Allen and Unwin Ltd., 1950); p, 229, 
that is, wllich .God only hath, of who'm it· is saidt "Who only hath 
immortality."l 
In another pla:ce he wrdte o·f the soui at the resurrection: 
17 
If then ail men have not faith, all men do not rise again in soul. 
r1hen thy .ho\u"' of the resurre'ctio'n of the body shall c'o'me, all shall 
rise again; be they good or bad• ail shail rise again ~ But who first 
riseth in soul, to his blessedness riseth again his body,' whoso doth 
first not rise again in soult riseth again in body to his curse, 2 
By this it would be understood that the resurrection• which reunites the 
body with the soul ' will lead the soul into an immortality never before 
experienced. 
James Orr is more speci,fic when he saidi "The soul, indeed' sur-
vives the body~ but this disembodied state is 'never viewed as one of com..; 
plate life • • • the immortality of the Bible i s an immortality of the 
whole nerson.; bo'dy and soul together • it 3 w. R. Hartin puts it this way: 
"The Christian is • • ~ provisionaily immortal awaiting the resurrection 
4 body." 
The secoild position, that of immortality coming at the time of con-
version, has been accepted fl"om the vi tal truth that life is vested in 
God. A man may be quite alive physically; while being yet "dead" in his 
sinful condition ~ It is true that eternal life in the absolute sense, is 
1Philip Schaff, Nicene and . Post-Nicene Fathers of -t;he ~hristian. 
Church (New York: Chat'les Scribil'erTS'Sons, 1888); pf,p.~7. · 
2Ibid., p. 457. 
3James Orr (ed.), International Standard Biblical tncyclopedia 
(Grand Rapids: Wm. B. Eerdmans Publishing Company, 1947), p. 1459. 
4~'1 . R. Martin; "The -christian and Soul Sleep," Eternity Magazine, 
April, 1958, P• 27. 
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found only in God, as P au! said: "vlho only hath immortality," 1 However, 
there is more to the term immortality than the simple definition of phy-
sical life, This does not say that man's soul is not immortal because he 
is yet in his sin, though this position is often taken, The soul of 
saint or sinner continues to live on after his physical body is dead. The 
logic of immortality coming at conversion is quite difficult to maintain 
when the idea is placed against the scheme of redemption. If a sinner 
were without an immortal soul and h~nce subject to death as though he were 
an animal, what then were the need of the death of Christ in behalf of the 
sinner• or yet the propagating of the Gospel message? 
H • E. Hocking in his book 1 The Meaning of Immortality in Human Ex• 
.____. - - -
perience, does not exhibit a Christian premise for the Evangelical thinker. 
Philip Phenix reviewed his position as follows: 
Hocking thinks the self possesses not inherent immortality but "im ... 
mortability." The soul may freely choose the f -inite span as final, 
and thus die with the body; or it may elect to create new embodiments 
and continue to grow in degrees of reality in ever deeper and fuller 
realization of the values and meanings of personal existence. 2 
Charles M.- l1ead• in refuting the idea that the spirit does not be-
long to the natural man, but only to the regenerate man, says: 
Regeneration is not the creation or supernatural impartation of new 
powers: it is a change in the direction and use of the powers already 
ours. If we cannot be converted \.rithout receiving a neloJ mental outfit 
then we can hardly be blamed for being wicked~ It is the perversion 
lr Timothy 6:16,, 
2Philip H •. Phenix, review of Wm. Ernest Hocking, "The Meaning of 
Immortality in Human Experience," Chr~stian Century, December 18, 1957, 
p. 1512. 
not the non-pQssession, of a spiritual nature, that sinners are to 
blame for, 1 
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The Reformed position, as given by J. H. Heidigger, is quite rep• 
resentative of the Evangelical thought: 
Sane reason confirms the immortality of the soul. If it is spiri-
tual, as earlier we said that it testified, it must also be immortal. 
Neither has spirit in itself any principle of division or dissolu-
tion; much less can it be destroyed by others who are not its crea-
tors •••• Since it is a substance bound to have an existence; and 
since it is a non-material substance., its existence can neither be 
produced nor propped up by a material body.2 
George King takes the position that "immortality is not revealed 
• • • [it] is everywhere assumed in the Scriptures, as is the existence of 
God." 3 
Still another position is held by John Bloore and F. w. Grant as 
follows: 
We contend that the race is mortal, and that immortality innate 
and assent ial · belongs to no . creature, fallen or unfallen. • • • But 
this no more proves that the soul dies, than that angels die. Depen-
dent 1 derived immortality it [the human race] may have equally ~·lith 
them, and in that sense its irnrnorta¢ity is affirmed: for they that 
kill the body-cannot kill the soul. ---
Summary. The Evangelical concept of the soul could best be given 
as follows: The soul of man is said to be the Hebrew ~ 9J<n~h' f~sh), 
1Mead 1 op. cit., p. 41. 
--
.... 
. . 
2Hep~e, 2E.!. !:.!.!.:.• p. 225 1 (quote from J. H. Heidigger, C,orpus Theo-
logia, Zuer~ch, 1700 1 VI, p. 92.) 
3George W. King • future Retriput ion (New York: Hunt and Eaton, 
1892) I p. 2qO .. 
4John Bloore, ~1an and.!!!!:. Future St.ate (New York: Loizeaux Bros., 
Publishers, n,d.) 1 p. 100. 
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from the Scripture, Genesis 2:7, nGod breathed [0 B J(n~lf f~sh)] into his 
... .. 
.. 
• ol 
nostrils the breath ['7\ '-' t./J(nish'm~th)] of life." According to Samuel 
,. . , . 
. 
Fallows; who quotes from Delitzsch, this represents "a self-living nature 
by the power of the Spirit that proceeds from God, and is in the form of 
God, and is therefore personal, the operation of t·thich spirit is his en-
do"t-rment with soul / 11 
The nature of man thus is foundational to considering what may hap-
pen to the soul at the time of death. Evangelicals have unanimous agree-
ment that the soul of man is indestructible and will live on, even after 
the body is perished. The 11mortal'i of Hhich Paul speaks in I Corinthians 
15:53 is al,-Tays considered as a human physical or fleshly body form. It 
is this body that "must put on immortality." As Walter vlessel has said, 
There is more than one kind of body.. Although the resurrection 
body has a certain continuity 1-li th the earthly body • • • yet there is 
a vast difference between tlw present body and the resurrect:!.on body. 
• • • Corruptibility, dishonor, ueakness, ru"ld a psychical (A. V. "na-
tural") nature are all ascribed to our earthly body. ·rn .con1:rast, in-
corruptibility, gl~ry, pmter and spirituality are ascrlbed to the 
resurrect.ion body. 
Dr. c. H. Irwin in commenting on II Corinthians 5:6, "Being there-
:fore always of good courage·; and knowing that, whilst we are at home in 
the body, ~1e are absent from the Lord~" said that 
"Emboldened" by expecting this result • t·te would gladly rather "be 
exiled from the body" by death, kno1dng that then vte shall be "at 
home with the Lord,." This language shows that the disembod~ed spirits 
1samuel Fallows ( ed.) , The Popular an.d Critical Bible Encyclo-
pedia, (Chicago: The Howard-Severan~e - Company, 1909); III, p. 1606. 
2 . . 
Carl F. H. Henry (ed.) • Basic. Christian Doctrines (New York: 
Holt, Rinehart and Winston, 1962), p. 286. 
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of the saints enter into bliss immediately after death; although the 
resurrection of the body is necessary to complete their redemption.l 
Dr. J. G. s. s. Thompson says of the hope of immortality: 
Yet there is no scientific "proof" or material knowledge of im-
mortality;, The belief cannot be based upon ·scient5.fic ·discovery or 
philosophical eonclusions. Life after death belongo to a realm of 
experience of \·thich science lmows nothing. , • ~ If, then, memory 
does not survive death, the hope of immortality is groundless •••• 
~ut since memory is closely connected with the brain, memory should 
disappear uhen the brain disintegrates; hence belief in immortality 
has no scientific basis. , · • • At be~::t t scientific evidence against 
immortality is negative, in that the evidence against it is not forth-
coming •• · .; .Since thesource and satisfaction · of moral principles 
transcend this time-space world, they commit men to living as if they 
vrera · 1mmortal~ Mor•ality means that if man is not immortal, then he 
ought to be. Horality is a guarantee that life is worth living. But 
this also means· -:hat r-eligious faith is an indispensable factor in 
the hope of immortality, Faith in God commits one to the belief that 
the universe is rational and moral; that it is on the side of justice 
and truth; and that in a life beyond death; evil and good shall re-
ceive their just reward. 2 
Hith having concluded that man's soul lives on forever comes the 
validity of the consideration of an intermediate state • of life €tcrnal, 
of judgment and of final re-vrarcls as \!ell. 
II. DEA'l'H 
To discern ho-vr the intermediate state may be entered upon, a study 
of the service that death may render i s vi tal. Death is the door that 
leads into the intermediate state. 
The nat~~e al)<l p:urpqse of death. From the writings of Plato and _......._____ __ ....... _ 
others of his day, the Greek notion of death is often that of seeing it as 
1c. H. Irwin ( ed.), Irwin's Bible Commentary (Philadelphia: The 
John c. Winston Company, 1928), ?7 503. 
2Henry, op. ~· PP• 270-271, 
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a friend. This understand:i.ng is utterly foreign to that of the · Chd.stlan. 
Death is not a friend, rather yet, it is an enemy, and the last one that 
shall be destroyed. Olin Curtis speaks to this point: "Bodily death is 
not regarded as a friendly or useful event, as a normal feature in a bene-
ficial process of nature: but is re garded as abnormal and hostile and 
terrible. nl 
James Arminius is just as pointed: 
I cannot with an tmwavering conscience assert t and there,f;ore, dare 
not do . it as . if it were an obj.ect of certain knowledge' that temporal 
death, l-thich .is imposed or inflicted on the saints, is not .! punish:-
ment, or has no regard to punishment, when it is styled-neD ENEMY that 
is to be destroyed" by the Omnipotence of Chr.ist. 2 
Boettner asserts: "The Bible makes it clear that death is a penal 
evil, that is, an evil inflicted in accordance with law and as a penalty." 3 
As death "passed upon all men, 114 even the believer whose sins are blotted 
out 1 finds that this grim reaper will meet him at the end of this life. 
Boettner continues: "Even infants • • • must, as the Scripture says, be 
guilty of Adam's sin , 115 and thus would merit death. Thompson stated: 
Death remains an ineffaceably solemn fact. \-Thy? Because of the 
relation between death and sin. Men die because of sin. Man's crea-
tion in the imago Dei probably implies a relation between God and man 
in which death had-no part •••• death ••• was probably inoperative 
in man 1 s original perfection •••• Death is inevitable nqt because 
man is a creature of nature but because he is a sinner. • • • Sin 
gives (death) its painful power and penal oharacter.6 
1olin t'.lfl."ed · Curt is, The Christian Faith (New York: Eaton and Mains, - ...._..__ ____ ----
1905), p. 287. 
2James Nichols, The. lvt'i tiog::; of James At'minius (Grand Rapids: Ba-
ker Book House, 1956), I;. p. 301 • 
. 3 . . 
Boettnei', op. ~' p. 12. 4Romans 5:12. 
5Boettner, op. cit., ·p. 14, 
--
6Henry ,~ ~, p. 270. 
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Natural death i s to be distinguis hed from "the second death" of 
Revelation 21:8, •<~h ich is distinctly a spiritual death. The mate:r>ial death, 
or the first de ath • is a separation of the body fl"Om 'the soul and s pirit, 
and is the l"'esult of the physical Ol"gans ceasing to function. 
There is the thought that the believer, through Christ 1 s r.Torl~ , 
Helcomes death, not as a friend; but rather knowing that it opens to him 
a spiritual life ,--literally "Hith Chris t." Patterson consider s that, 
There is no more hazard in de.=tth to a Chr istian than in sound sleep 
to a heal thy man. • • • For his saved people Jesus has abolished 
death. Their bodies fall asleep in Him, and 1~est .i.n the bed 1..rhich 
He has sanctified. 1 
Numerous testimonials could be brought together of believers who 
have enjoyed bliss at death, along with some who had agony anC. apprehen-
siveness at the time of death• Despite the happy exodus the believer may 
have from this li.fe, the mystery connected. ~<li th the death of the departed 
often ctiBtresst~s those yet living. This i s ~rhy Paul found it neces~ary to 
2 
charge believers to "sorrow not, even as the rest, Hho have no hope." 
( 
J. A. Motyer gives the Old Testament idea of survival after death 
in these words: 
The Old Testament insists on the fact· of human survival of death. 
------This is asserted as true of godly and ungodly alike ••• • It is 
widely urged by the advocates of conditional immortality. and of anni-
hilation that death may be defined as "the · loss of life or existence .• " 
••• The question is t ~1ay tve define death as "loss of life"? -Clear-
ly not! The Old T@.stamen't shmvs us that death :ts rather to be seen as 
an alterati.on 'of place • from earth to Sheol; and of state, from th~ 
body•soul unity of life on earth to the separate life of the soul. 
1Robert M. Patterson·, Paradise, the Place and State. of Saved Souls 
(Philadelphia: Presbyterian Board of Publicat~on,""T87t~), p.l35. 
2r Thessalonians 4:13. 3Henry, op. ~' p. 291. 
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l:anner of entrance into the interme diate state. The actual depar-
...... _......__ .......___ . 
ting of the soul from the body may :take some little time as the rigor s of 
death begin to beslege the life of man, Yet it cannot be said that the 
man i s dead until his :::oul is completsly fled from his body; nor can it be 
said that the soul is only part ly gone • . The s oul ·i s an entity and indivi-
sible :i.n its 1 ake-up. It ~till attend the body until the body ceases to 
function, Thus Ter tull:tan has sa:i.d• "I f any fl"'action of the soul remains 
it make8 a living state, ••• the s 0ul i s not severed in f ractions: it 
is slowly drmorn out." 1 Even as the body and the soul ·are b r 0ught into 
being simultaneously • so the soul attends the body as long as its organs 
function and it is Hving, At death the body returns to the th i rty-some 
chemica l elements from \.fhence it is made, The soul of man at that time 
takes its flight to the pace of its prepared abode, 
Separation. For the Christian, Err.ery Bancroft says t hat death 
"becomes a means of discipline and of entrance into larger life. " 2 The 
believer at death is s eparated from his earthly body and from the unbe-
liever as vtell. In the Old Testament, as . brought out be Thompson, 
The body at death reli'ained on earth; the nephesh passed into Sheol; 
but the breath, spirit • or ruach.:returned to God, not Sheol, But in 
Sheol, a place of darkness, s~len ce and for getfulness, life was fore-
boding and shadOl"J. In spite of consciousness t acti vhy' and memory' ' 
the 11 dead" s ubsisted rather han existed. Death ~Tas a passing be-
yond ,Jehovah's hand forever, hence the despair in Psalm 88:10-12 and 
the not very bri ght hope in Job 7:9. Sheol hEJ.d little l'eligious sig-
nificance. The prophets are all but silent on the subject, although 
1Alexander Rober·ts and James Donaldson (eds,), The Ante- Nicene 
Fathers (Ne\-r York : Charles Scribner's Sons, 1908), III7"P, ""2'88. 
" 
"Emery H. Bancroft • Christian Theology (Johnson City, N. Y.: 
Johnson City Publishing Company, 1946), p. 258. 
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when the hope of individual immortality clarified, the prophetic in-
sistence on the value of the individual contributed to the hope. But 
through the dark despair attaching to life in Sheol gleams of hope 
appear. God's presence, providence, and guidance throughout life 
guarantees that death is not extinction. "Afterward thou wilt receive 
me into glory." Belief in immortality springs from faith in God, from 
the nature and fidelity of the God with whom one fellowships daily. 1 
He continues later to say that in the New Testament, 
Christ says two significant things [to the Sadducees]: (a) Life af-
ter death is different from life in this world •••• To reject belief 
in this new mode of existence is "not to know the po~-1er of God." (b) 
The Sadducean rejection also revealed ignorance of "the Scriptures." 
The real presumptions from which belief in immortality springs have 
been present from the patriarchal period. The God of Abraham, Isaac, 
and Jacob is the God of the living, which includes the "dead" patri-
archs. God called them into fellowship with Himself; therefore, they 
were dear to him, and He could not possibly leave them in the dust. 
That is, Christ based belief in immortality upon God's faithfulness, 
the only finally valid argument for life after death. The only alter-
native is to deny its premisesf 
The confession of the Freewill Baptists, 1834• speaks to this point 
also: "The soul does not die with the body; but immediately after death 
enters into a conscious state of happiness or misery, according to the 
. 3 
moral character here possf!Sed." 
Place of no return. Save for a few dead who were raised to life as 
. ------
recorded in the Scriptures, the usual Bible teaching is that death is a 
one-way passage. David exhibits this as he laments his son's passing: 
"I shall go to him, but he will not return to me. 114 
From the parable of the rich man in Luke sixteen, it may be noted 
that Dives knew he had no power of return; hence he requested Abraham to 
1Henry, op. cit., p. 271. 
--
3Philip Schaff, The Creeds 
Brothers, 1919) 11 III, p:'"756. 
4 II Samuel 12:23. 
2Ibid., p. 272. 
-
of Christendom (New York: Harper and 
---------
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send Lazarus back to earth. A.s far as the believer is concerned, it is a 
thing not desirable to return fTOm being "with Christ." Indeed, Paul 
spoke of his desire to depart ;from the body ·to be "present with the Lord." 1 
The Evangelical position is that of a hope of rest after crossing the :r.i-
ver of death ~ Hhen this :rest is reached and the believer is at home with 
the Lord, his desire is fulfilled and he would not care to return to the 
body of corruption were he able to do so. 
III. CONDITION OF THE SOUL IN THE INTERMEDIATE STATE 
The question arises as to what impressions the soul may feel after 
death and what responses it ma:y be capable of displaying.. To answer this 
it was necessary to entertain the theory of the soul being capable of con-
scious responses even after the event of death. 
Consc.iousness. The first thing in general agreement concerning the 
condition of the soul after death amongst Evangelicals, is that it is in 
a state of consciousness. s. J. Gamertsfelder represented this position 
well in the following manner: 
Tha·t the intermediate state is one of conscious existence is the 
common faith of the Christian Church •••• (Revelation 14:13): the 
departed spirits · could not be said to be blessed, if th'ey lvere- not 
alive and conscious. The wicked are in a state of conscious suffer-
ing •••• (Luke 23:24). Although this be a parable, if it teaches 
anything concerning the future state~ it teaches that the wicked are 
in conscious suffering. 2 
!Philippians 1:23. 
2s. J, Gamertsfe.J.der, Sy~tematic Theo+ogy (Harrisburg, Pennsylvania: 
Evangelical Publishing House, 1938); p. 556. 
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Geerhardus Vos wr-ote in this same vein: 
Because the dead are asleep to our earthly life, · l-rhich is mediated 
through the body, it does not follow that they are asleep in every 
other relation, asleep t~ thelife of the other Horld, that their 
spirits are unconscious, . 
Jonathan Heaver, a United Brethren theologian, summed it up that 
The common Christian faith is, and always has been, that of the 
conscious exie;tence of the soul · after the death of the body • • • • 
In what sense would it be ~ far better to depart and be with 
Christ if the soul is uncons'Cfo'US"" and inactive? ••• If the soul has 
no conscious existence after2 ~ea'th of the body 1 then to kill the body means the death of the soul, 
It must be noted that Christ spoke to the thief that He would be 
~him, which would imply a living· and conscious response to experience. 
Hith regard to the vricked of I Peter 3:19 whose "spirits" are 11 in prison," 
the setting indicates a needed restraint against definite consciousness. 
vlhat would be the purpose of putting unconscious spirits under guard? In 
their consciousness it is quite evident also that they will be aware of 
their final destiny and of the fact that they cannot alter it at all. To 
the inhabitants of earth, the bodies of the deceased appear much as though 
they were in a profound and deep sleep; but their soul is even more sensi-
:tized because of :release from the flesh and its old surroundings. 
Edgar Mullins ave~the Southern Baptist position thus: 
Nowhere. is it said that the "soul" sleeps. The reference is to the 
personality as a whole •• , death is a sleep in the sense that men 
1James Orr (ed), International Standard· Biblical Encyclopedia 
(Grand Rapids: Wm. B. Berdmans Publish~ng Company, 1947) 1 II, p. 991. 
2Jonathan Heaver, Christian Th.eol.ca.gy (Dayton, Ohio: United Bre-
thren Publishing House 1 1900) 1 p~ 283, -, 
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becom .. aliv to a ne\1 ae't or SW"~Uiidiogs and. out off from those of · 
the present life.l 
NC))<$dne $ . 'the human spirit is ca. able of mainta1niug itself apart 
from the body • as has been shown. The denial of this .feo·t has led sollle 
into errol'. 'fhe spirit ir1deed ia :x"'flleased uithou·t a natural body , but 
this i ~ not to say that it has no bod,Y . Life ia the in'termediate t-Jot>ld is 
rep,rosentod as one of incompleteness and J.mp-erffitct: ion as it awaits the r.e-
demption of the human bod~ to be rauuited with the soul. Vos has expressed 
it thus : 
Althou&h ttlf)'N is no war-r·ant fol" afi'hnniu~ that the state of deat h 
is re$avded as foP b~lievers a positiv-ely painful eond!ticn • ••• 
uevarthe l esa Paul sh:rinks from it as a wla:l:ively ·undesilrable state , 
since it involves "nakedlH.aasu for tb~ soul, which condition; howeve_ 9 
does not exclude a relatively hi1~h def.;ree of ulesseduess in fell~­
ship with Christ.2 
Gamertsfelder maintained this position: 11betHe n death and the res-
i . j3 urreet on the departed spirits are not clothed w~th a body. • 
Tha't the Goul is capable of aoting by itself is affirmed by '1' t>tul-
l ian as follo~s : 
'fhe body and the so\11 grow in conjunction , only each in a diffe~nt 
mannev suited to t he diversity of theil" n turo-•the f lesh in a.agni• 
tude• ·tfie soul in intelligence--the fleE>Jh in m&ter.i.al condition, the 
- so\ll in s-:e-mr.ibillt • We are , boHever 1 for · liiden to su_pppse that t e 
soul incvooses ln subs~anee , l ~t it shoul d be said a~so to be oapable 
of ' min\.lt:i.on in substance, and so its eMtinction even should be be-
lieved to be possibl e . • • • 'l'he growth and development of the soul 
are to b · e "timatad• ncot as enlargin~ its subs·tanee • but as calling 
forth its ~owers .4 
ltdgal' Young Mullins, The Christi~, f.<e_l,i~io,n !!:. ~t~ Doq,trinaJ. 
Expression ( Phila®lp. !at Tb.etJudsoo P:re~111 • 191 5 • g. 460. 
I 
2orr , .2:.. ei t., II* ~ · 991. 
4 Roberts and Donal dson , op .• e:tt. • !II • p . 218. 
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It is often maintained that heaven is not thought of as a place 
for dis•embod.ied spirits, but rather a place for the rest of the whole 
-
man,--the soul t<tith .i:ts glorified body, II Corinthians 5:1-8 is the 
classic description of Paul re garding "our earthly house" and its being 
"dissolved." George Osmun deduces from this Scripture, seven statements 
which point to the life of a disembodied spirit ln the interrned5.ate 
state : 
1. Paul is . without an eternal, or spiritual body, but has the 
earthly body. 2, The breaking up of the earthly body is a possibility. 
3, In that case he has the eternal body in prospect, 4, But he 
shrinks from the bodiless condition which "rill follow the breaking up 
of the earthly body. 5. He knows, however, that so lone as he remains 
in this earthly body he is separated from Christ. 6. On the other 
hand, he is equally confident that to depart from the earthly body 
is to be at home with Christ. 7. Therefore he is willing to depart 
and exist ln the bodiless condition in order to be at home with Chr•.i.st, 
• • • from 3 purely selfish point of view, much preferable to the 
highest Christian life in the flesh. 1 
Vincent concurs in this that the "building of God" refers to the 
resurrection body, and that the "n aked" condition is the divesting of the 
mortal body to become disembodied. He said: 
The oppression of soul (groan) is not from pains and afflictions 
of the body • nor from the fear of death , but from the natural shrink-
1ng from death, especi a lly if death is to deprive him of t he body 
(unclothe) only to leave him without a net·7 and higher organism. 
Therefore he d~sires, instead of dying , to have he new be in._, come 
down to him while still alive, investing him with the new spiritual 
organism (clothed upon), as a net-t garment is thrown over an old one, 
and absorbing (swai'i'O'Wed ~) the old sensuous one. 2 
1George \>/, Osmun, The Undiscovered Country (New York: The Abingdon 
Press, 1916), p. 99. 
2 ~:1arvin R. Vincent, Ho1~d Studies in the New Testament (Grand 
Rapids: Hre . B. Eerdmans Publishing Co., !946), ·r;-p. 630, 
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Imperfections. ilith the corruption that . is in the nature of man 
it is evident that when death calls, he may yet lack much of the perfec-
tion which God desires. Jesus clearly taught that the holiness God re-
quires comes about by an abiding in the vine, and a "Christ in you" prop-
osition. Scripture does teach of a time when regenerated men shall be 
completely divested of the inherent corruption of their nature, namely, 
at the resurrection, when the body "is raised in incorr uption."1 
Some commentators have forwarded the idea that the intermediate 
state will be a time for correction of our mental deficiencies and spiri-
tual maladjustments. Olin Curtis, generally quite soundly Evangelical, 
is a good example when he said: 
If the intermediate state is not a second or continued probation, 
if it makes no change whatever in moral intention or bearing, what, 
then, is it for? ••• Our relation to truth and reality is to be 
ful+y cleared up. No longer will a perfect purpose be held back by 
an imperfect judgment. • •• This clearing up of the mental life may 
result in a new formal adjustment to Jesus Christ. If a man in his 
earthly probation has really come to a spirit of repentance and faith; 
if ' he passes out of his probation longing for all Christ Jesus is, 
although he has never known him, then, in the intermediate state, the 
formal adjustment to his Saviour will be instant and complete •••• 
every man who is in harmony with Christ's nature will accept him. 
• • • children apprehend and freely accept their Saviour ; and, in 
companionship with him, they achieve, in the intermediate state, the 
full equivalent of a perfect Christian experience. Thus, · they are saved 
unaer a personal and moral test, but not in a formal probatio~ •• 
In the unbroken quiet of the intermediate state, with no body, no ob-
jective demand, no social distraction; the man can enter the recesses 
of his individuality and can find self-personalization. Thus, we have 
in the intermediate state the last triumph of perSonality in the com-
pleteq personal individual. • •• the intermediate state is t~oniY 
per1od when the redeemed man is altOgether alone with his-saVIOu~ 
• • The-rD-trospect~on 1s withithe presence and help of Christ.2 
1r Corinthians 15:42. 
2
curtis, op. cit., pp. 402-207. 
--
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This opinion of Curtis does not represent the Evangelical opinion 
as it is usually found. The matter -of possible change from an imperfect 
state has been considered mC?re fully in a later sect ion. 
Sain'l;s ,.!!!. heaven. Some of the early Church Fathers held that none 
entered heaven itself, except through the pz:oerogat ive of martyrdom. The 
basis of the discussion is Revelation 6:9, of the "souis under the altar." 
Of this Tertullian speaks that there are "no other souls. in it (heaven) be-
. 1 
sides the souls of the martyrs. •• FuPther on he said: "No one, on be-
coming absent' from the body, is at once a dweller in the presence of the 
Lord, except by the prerogative of martyrdom, he gains a lodging in Paradise, 
not in the lower regions. n 2 ,, 
Another idea fully held by some of the Fathers was that all believers 
prior to Christ were , taken to Heaven when Cb!r'ist returned in the as cension. 
Osmun has commented tqat: "In hiS "Dialogue " >fith the · Jew, Trypho, about 
A. D. 150 1 Justin Martyr, • • • denied the right to be reckoned as Chris-
tians to any who admitted the dead to a full re~-tard of Heaven before the 
last . day. n 3 lfowever• the idea of the full reward of heaven for those prior 
to Christ did not find full support. Arminius carefully s peculated that, 
After this life, a state of f e licity or of misery is opened for all 
men. The soul.s of the fathers, t-tho passed their days of sojourning 
on earth in faith and in waiting for the Redeemer, departed into a 
plaae of quiet, joy and blessedness, and began to enjoy the blissful 
presence of God., as soon as they · escaped out of the body. I dare not 
venture to de.termine where that place of quiet is. 4 
1 Roae r ts s Donaldson, S!!.,eit~, III, p. 230. 
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In another place Arminius picks up the same thought again: 
Ye t I am condemned, or at least accused , because I dare not posi-
tively affirm "that the sou,ls of the Fathers before Christ, were in 
Heaven 1 pr-operly so called." Peter t~artyr asserts on I I Ki ngs 2:13 
"that the souls of the Fathers before Christ, were not in Heaven 
'properly so called.' ••• Now I am asked, to what pla ce Enoch and 
Elijah were conducted ••• I do not know •• • the probable analogy 
is • • • Abraham's bosom, that they might ther>e pa.ss their> time with 
the blessed Patriarchs in e xpectation of the resurrection of Christ, 
and that they might a fterwar>ds be elevated above the Heavens with him 
when He was r>aised up again." l-1artyr here doubts of Enoch and EJ.ij ah, 
but speaks d~cisively about the Fathers "that they lilere raised up 
above the heavens with Christ at his resurrection." No one enjoyed 
that sublime ascension before Christ.l 
Enoch and Elijah represent the exception to the rule due to thei r 
physica l departure from this life. The Scripture indlcates that both Here 
taken directly into the presence of God. However, this is not to say that 
God must be loca.lized in the highest heaven, for He is eve!'Yl'<here present. 
Nor does the Scripture say that they even went into heaven. 
From the words of Jesus in Jol)n 14-:2, the "places" in the "mansions" 
that He went to prepare, \iere for those He would later come back to "re-
ceive" unto Himself. On this subject Armin ius has wr>itten thus: 
These examples are out of common order ••• [it] does not follow 
that Enoch was taken to God, he was translated into the hi ghest of 
heaven ••• heaven is very wide in its signification. Christ the 
fii'St-fruits of them that slept, I Co:r>inth.ians 15:20 is not correct 
-----------1'-f Enoch and Elijah ascendea into Heaven, clothed in bodies with 
immortality. 2 
There is great myste~ about their> ascent into heaven, still clothed, 
from all appear>ances with their physical bodies. Tertullian and others 
feel that these men are destined to return in the Apocalyptic setting as 
the two lrdtnesses, there to suffer death in the physical manner>. After 
1Nichols, op. ~. p, 310. 2Ibid., p. 302. 
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this they will be clothed upon with immortality as will be all others who 
have died in the Lord, 
Final rewards. Some have felt that .rewards '"for works done in the 
flesh are received immediately upon death, along with Heaven - itself. In 
this plan the judgment scene is cance~led, The chronology of Scripture 
puts the judgment as the last event of the soul before final closing of . 
the record books of the activities of the flesh. On the basis of this 
judgment "if any man's work shall abide ••• he shall receive a reward. nl 
Bancroft stated: 
That the righteous do not rece~ve their permanent glorified bodies 
at death, is plain from I Thessalonians 4:16 ,17 and I Corintfd. ans 15: 
51, where an interval is intimated bet\teen Paul's time and the rais-
ing of those who slept. 2 
He further stated that regarding rewards: "In the intermediate 
state, the soul is without its permanent body, yet this state is for the 
righteous, one of cons cious joy, and for the wicked, one of conscious suf-
fering." 3 While this state prior to the parousia is never defined in 
degrees of joy, it is represented in the New Testament as more ' ·rewarding 
than life on earth in Christ, and less rewarding than the ultimate condi-
tion in Heaven. An example of this is found in Romans 8:18-2 3, where the 
redemption of men and the releas~ of creation from the curse is not made 
complete until the redemption of the body. J, A. Motyer has commented in 
a similar vein: 
1r Corinthians 3:4 2Bancroft, ~ ~~ p. 258. 
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But even this bliss-ful enjoyment of the Lord [after decease] does 
not exhaust God's purposed blessing of His people. The redemption 
accomplished by the Lord Jesus was total in its efficacy, the redemp-
tion of the whole man. Therefore, the ~ew Testament holds before us 
the prospect of "the redemption of the body," the consummation of 
glorification, Hhen we shall see Him and be like Him.l 
Tertullian expressed it this way: 
Although it [the intermediate state] is not in heaven, it is yet 
higher than hell, and it is appointed to afford an interval of rest to 
the souls of the righte ous, until the consummation of all things 
shall complete the resurrection of all men with the "full recompense 
0f their ·re\>Jard. n2 . . 
Gamertsfe1der commented on the same subject that: 
It follows from the teaching of God's Word that the intermediate 
state must be a state of at least partial retribution. The fact of 
conscious existence signifies as much. • •• There must be some re-
alization of either happiness or sorrmJ. To have a conscious life 
and be in the presence of the Lord must occasion felicity. On the 
other hand, to :be banished from the Lord into outer darkness must 
als.o occasion some sorrowful reflection in a conscious being •••• 
However, ••• neither ~eward nor punishment is fully meted out in 
the intermediate state. 
Osmun definitely identifies rewards and punishments in the inter-
mediate state, but defines them as "relative, not absolute." 4 These re-
wards and punishments are but the natural reaping,--the "consequential" 
for a life of sowing as suggested by L. T. Townsend. 5 The final judgment 
will be the occasion for the judicial distributions; but they will follow 
in the wake of those rewards and punishments inherent in the intermediate 
state. Professor Townsend stated it in this manner: 
1 Carl F. H. Henry (ed.), Basic Christian Doctrines (New York: 
Holt, Rinehart and Winston, 1962), p. 295. 
2A1exander Roberts and James Donaldson (eds.), The Ante-lHcene 
Fathers (New York: Charles Scribner's Sons, 1908), III:JP.~. 
3Gamertsfelder, op. cit., P• 857. 
--
4
osmun, 2:., ~~ p. 148. 
5L. T. Townsend• The Intermediate rlorld (Boston: Lee and Shepard, 
Publishers, 1878), p. 24s:-
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The intermediate t.,orld, Ni th reference to the righteous, is not, 
strictly speaking, a pla.ce of judicial rewards, b1,1t is rather a tem-
porary res ting-place, which, however, happily anticipates the rewards 
to be bestowed at a later period. . With reference to the unri ghteous 
• • • it is a place of temporary confinement, l'lhich sorrowfully pre-
figures, hoHeyer, the gloom of a later and a · judicial retribution.1 
Walter Hessel put forth the idea .of . the final rewards, that "in this 
judgment, Christ's verdict of blame or praise is itself the punishment or 
reward." 2 This line ' o'f thinking would seem to undo much of th(3 reality 
of punishment and r~t-tards mentioned beforehand, even in their lesser in-
tensity of the intermediate state. 
Prayers ~!!:!.:. ~ ~ inter communicatiqn, The practice of pray-
ing foP the dead ~·1as first hintl'!d by Augustine, Bishop of Hippo ( 345-4·30 
A. D.). Grego~, Bishop of Rome (590-604 A. D.) carried the idea yet 
further. Frol)l th~s beg inning developed the Roman purgatorial system with 
prayers for the dead and such like. The time supposedly spent in purea-
tory was shortened by the "assistance of the living;" according to Lueker. 3 
In Protestant circles there has been much reaction against the doc-
trine of purga~ory • The Reformed Episcopal Articles of Religion of 1875 
is one example: "Article XXI • • • Praying for the dead is man's tradi-
tion, vainly invented, and is in violation of the express Harnings of Al-
mighty God to the careless and tmconverted. " 2 
Thompson concluded that, "Neither the Roman doctrine of purgatory 
nor intercession for the dead has any biblical fotmdation." 
1 . 
Townsend, 2R:.. ~' p. 175. 2 Henry, 2R:.. ~. p. 288. 
3Erwin L·. Lueker ( ed.), ·Lutheran Cycloped,i.a (St. Louis, Mo. : 
Concordia Publishing House, 1954), p. s. 
4 5 . Schaff, Creeds, .£E.!_ cit., III, p, 825. Henry,~~' p. 273. 
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The Old Testament Sc:t:•iptu!'e , Leviticus 20:6, expressly forb ade the 
HebreNG from trying to contact the spirits of the depm:>ted. They gave 
strict commandment to "suffer not a sorceress to live ."l 
The New Testament gives one allusion to the practice of "baptism 
for the dead;" namely, I Corinthians 15:29. Vincent explains: "Concern-
ing this expression» of which some thirty different explana·tions are 
gi,ien t it is best to admit frankly that we lack the facts for a decisive 
interpretation. 112 Suffice it to note, that if the practice of remember-
ing the dead in this manner or ru1y other, could augment their departed 
state, there vTould have been more than this one vague Ne\-t Testament 
reference. 
As regards the matter of intercommunication, Luke 1 s parable of 
Dives and Lazarus in the sixteenth chapter, Hould indicate a possible 
communicat.ion bett-reen their ttm realms. It is most certain, ho-vJever, 
that Dives v/ould have spoken out to his oHn b1•ethren t-rho uere yet back 
on earth if he had been able to do so, rather than to call for Lazarus 
to go to vrarn them of their inevitable fate. 
Spiritism. The classic Spiritist passage where Saul tr'ies to con-
tact Samuel through the witch of Ender, does not conclude the Spiritist 
doctrine that the dead can be conversed uith by men on earth. J. K. 
VanBaalen described it thus: 
That Spiri tua,lists cannot appeal to I Samuel 2 8 to support the view 
that the Old Testament sanctions communication Hith the dead, forbid-
ding only iniquitous practices attending Spiritism in its decadent 
lExodus 22:18. 2vincent, op. 2:!.:..' III, p. 276. 
form, i s e vi dent from I Clncooni ~les 10:13 , lL~ • . E-v-en lf Samuel clid 
appear, this passage 'I>Tould only mean that God upset the seance and 
intervened . I 
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lHthout question the very fact th nt the 'dtoh Axpressed such sur"" 
prise indicates that she t·H1s not in the habit of seeing any dead raised; 
but rather that of an illusory product of mind and deception. John 
Gerstner con cludes on this instance . that, "the mat t er [communication 
with departed spirits] se«:Jms no closer to demonstration now than e vcr. 112 
IV. THE INTER~1EDIATE STATE, A PLACE OR A CONDITION 
~ vro,rld concept • She ol is the Old Testament Hebrew term which 
simply inrlicated an invisible state t or "that which .is in darkness. 113 It 
is possible that .it is called. this fl"om i.ts de vour5.n g and craving nature 
expresse d in Isaiah 5 : 1'~, "Sheol h ath enlarged its desire~ and opened its 
mouth '1-Ti thout meas ure." Or the meaning may come from ·the root vmrd ~ U IJ,l T.r 
( shii'~l), to be hollow. The Septuagint or dinari l y· trans l ated this "~-Wrd (Is , 
with the Greek form--. '?.s(h~des). 
The Reformed pos:i.t i on , as given in the Lutheran Encyclopaedia holds 
that Hades is "not a neutral state bet~ieen heaven and hell, •• • [and 
that] the immediate and remote context must deter ~ine the exact meaning 
in each instance. n 4 
1
,J an KaPel Van Baalen, The Chaos o·f Cults (Grand Rapids: \vm. B. 
Eerdmans Publishing Company. 1956), p. 407 
2John H. Gers tner , The Theology of the Major Sects (Grand Rap ids: 
Baker Book House, 1960), p '7"1ra. --
3
s amuel Fallows (ed.), The PopulRr and Critical Bible Encyclo-
pedia (Chicago: The Howard-Severance Compai:Y; 1909), II, p. 747. 
4 Lueker, .2!.. ~. p._ 460. 
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Some theologians have endeavored to establish that the intermediate 
state is not a place, or materially located sphere, since a spirit t·d.thout 
a body t-rould not need a place. They would describe it simply as a condi-
tion in 1-1hich the spirit or soul \-¥ould exist. 
In the Apocalyptic book of Enoch (B. C. 170) ' · Sheol is represented 
as a place: "the spirits of the souls of the dead are located in the hollow 
places. ttl Some ideas of the literature of the first century on the subject 
as given by Osmun are as follows: 
Heaven for the first time becomes the final abode of the good, 
following the last judgment. Paradise--the "garden of righteousness," 
from l>rhich the elect rise to enter heaven, the spiritual home of the 
blessed--is a department of Sheol, which is regarded as an interme-
diate region, whence all rise to the Judgment •••• Hith the dawn 
of the first century A, D., we arrive at the third period of Apoc-
alyptic writings. Here again we note a contrariety of conceptions. 
This is accounted for by the difference in outlook on the ·part of 
the Jews of Alexandria, who were deeply influenced by the Greek 
philosophy, and thought of souls as receiving their final awards, 
whether of blessedness or torment, immediately after death. There 
was no intermediate state and no distant judgment scene. But the 
Judaism of Palestine taught without variation the doctrine of ail 
~ntermedlate abode.~ - - --
Thompson is more explicit yet: 
Judaism teaches that the dead are in Sheol awaiting resurrection, 
or are in an intermediate state of imperfect bliss, or are already 
in the Kingdom, though not till the Last Day do they attain perfect 
bliss. 3 
The view held today by E!vangelicals is, "that Sheol of the 01<'! Tes-
tament was a place without moral distinctions, • • • a dreamy sort of 
under-world of comparative inaction, darkness and silence. 114 This position 
1osmun, op. cit.; 
_....._....... 
p. 79. 2Ibid •• 
3Henry, 
.2P..:. .=!!:._, p. 273. 
4Loraine Boettner, Immortality (Grand Rapids: Wm. B. Eerdmans 
Publishing Co., 1956), p. 99, 
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is explained by Hiley thus : 
It need not be questioned that the Old Testament cont a ins the idea 
of a higher place of destiny for the good than Sheol represents ••• 
but s uch a fact is entirely consis tent with an int ermediate place • 
and therefore means nothing against it.1 
His conclusion, however, leaves the matter entirely undecided and to 
quote further from him on the idea, it is "without practical interest. 112 
Osmun gives his judgment that: "Our Lord's use of the Jewish terms, 
"Hades" or "Abraham's Bosom," was certainly not a condescension to the 
superstitions of his hearers. n 3 
E.· s. Williams suggests · the logic of a two-part Hades: 
If we believe Sheol, or Hades, was divided into t wo parts, the 
one in which the righteous were at rest, the othel' in ~hich the .uri-
righteous were, it becomes · easy to understand that both the place 
of the righteous and the place of the unrighteous were i n proxi mity 
to each other, so separated, however , as to make it impossible for 
passage fz'>om the one place to the other. 1~ 
Grave. At death the body is la~d in a grave, buried at sea, cr e-
mated or otherwise "put out of sight, " as Abraham expressed it. 5 The 
words designating grave are explicit; namely, the Hebrew word, i =t. P, 
.,' ~ ""' A' ( qeber), and the Greek word,.A("'I-Mt' oil (mnemeion). In Scripture it speaks 
of both good and bad entering this abode; and so it would seem that the 
old interpretation of- a two-compartment place, one of remorse and saQness 
for the sinner, and the other of joy and rest · for the saint, would be as 
tenable as any other. Hades must be recognized even yet as being a 
1John Miley, Systemq.tic Theology (New York: Eoton and Mains, 1894); 
II, p. 431. 
3 Osmun , .2.£.:.. .=.!.!.:..• p. B 0 • 
4Ernest s. Williams, S!stematic Theology (Springfield, Missouri: 
Gospel Publishing House, 1953 , III, p. 191. 
5 Genesis 23:4. 
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definite place or state , for just prior to judgment, death and Hades must 
give "up the dead. nl Hades also is distinguished from heaven and from 
Gehenna (hell), which are the final resting places of the good and the 
bad respectively. The grave is for the body only and the soul is never 
spoken of as being i n the grave. 
. ' 
Because Jesus spoke to the thief on the cross, 11 Today shalt thou 
be with me in Paradise, 1' 2 lt has been. supposed by some authors that the 
happier region of Sheol has been raised from beneath the earth. Vincent 
writes that "In Jeto~ish theology [paradise is] the department of Hades 
where the blessed souls ato~ait the resurrection; and therefore equivalent 
to Abraham's bo.som." 3 Boettner affirms t "For a belie•Ter to be in the 
intermediate state is to be t4'i th Christ in Paradise. " 4 
Perhaps the one greatest influence upon the Christian Church 
against the thought of an intermediate state has been the Westninster 
Confession of 1646. It reads as :follovrs: 
After death ••• the souls of the righteous, being then made per-
fect in holiness, are received into the highest heavens, where they 
behold the face of God in light and glory, waiting for the full re-
demption of their bodies; and souls of the wicked are cast into hell, 
where they remain in torment and utter darkness, reserved to the 
judgment of the great day. Besides these two places for souls sep-
arated from their bodies, the Scriptures acknowledgeth none. 5 
Not all of the Reformers have adopted .the Confessi.on in its en-
tirety, or with no reservations. Professor Shedd seems to be in partial 
1Luke 23:43. 2Revelation 20:13. 
3v· "t I 431 1.n cent , .2E..:.. .£:....:_, , p • • 
tL 5 . . 'llo~ttner, ,2:.. ~. p. 92. Osmun, ~ .:.!!:_, P• 40. 
agreement, thus: "There is no essential difference bet1·1een paradis e and 
heaven, nor betHe<:!n Hade s and hell. 111 This i s us ual rd.t h the Reformer's 
to ma~e these terms s ynonymous. In this manner Sheol 01~ Hades is neVf'!r 
entered by the righteous, but by the 1·1i eked only. 
Patters oil interpreted II Corinthians 12 :lL~ for Paul: 
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As if he said: I call this place, first, the third heaven, t he 
highest heaven, and I also call it paradise, to guard against the no-
tion that paradise . is a separate place from heaven, and therefore I 
throt<~ my most rapturous terms when I use that word. The third heaven 
and the paradise to ~<Thich I l<~as taken up are the same. 2 
Hodge is more cautious as he quotes from Archibald Campbell with 
approval of his opinion: 
Those Hho call the state into Hhich the ri-;hteou3 enter, heaven; 
and that into which the wi C'..ked are introduced when they die, hell, 
may continue to do so, provided they mea.'"! by heaven a state which .:.s 
less perfect than that t-thich a~taits them after the coming of Christ; 
and by hell, a condition less miserable than that which will be as-
signed to the wicked. 3 
There arises a confusion in the ranks of the Reformed in the matter 
of final rewards and the time of the judgment. By conveying the departed 
into the highest heaven or into hell, they have already allotted to these 
souls the p1~inciple phase of the final ret-tards of j udgrrent. Only the vu.r-
iations of pe1~sonal dee ds or ~<~orks to be judged late1~ wi ll alter t heir 
situation at the final judgment. One further difficulty enters into this 
swift ushering of souls into the final abode. In the New Testament, 
1osmun, op. cit., p. 41. 
-:---
2Robert M. Patterson, Paradise, the Place and State of Saved Souls 
(Philadelphia: Presbyterian Board of . Publicco.t~on,la74), p.4o. 
3charles Hodge; Systemat5.c Theology (Grand Rapids: !.1m. B. Eerd-
mans Publishing Co., 1946), III, p. 743. 
heaven is not pY'esente d as a. place for disemb odled spirits; but rather.· for 
spirits Hith thei-r. .glorified bodies, Nhich tt1ill not be received until the 
resurrection day. It appears sign .tficantly as a bias, that the departed 
be lievers a re said not to be 11 \dth Christ" unless they are taken immediate-
ly to heaven. Besides the fallacy . of positioning God a11d Christ on thrones 
in the highest heaven with no ability to remove from. thence, there is the 
lack of reckoning 1dth the power of the Spirit of God • . Nho can say how 
far a man caught up in the Spi r it cnn see or go.? Stephen; at the time of 
his mart yrdom looked clear through the heavens and "saw the g lory of God, 
and Jesus standing on the right hand. 111 Paul was caught up "even to the 
. 2 3 
third he aven." John, "in the Spirit, on the Lord's 1ay," saH th i ngs of 
the heavenlies and of the end time, cofhich theologies cannot solve. 
The Reformers are quick to state that the Scl'ipturas ackno•lledge 
only 11 t \-:o placeo" for the souls departed at death; but in the end they 
virtually undo the Hhole assertion. Thus Hodge's summary statement is, 
"there is therefore, little difference betv1een the advocates of an inter-
mediate state and those Hho are regarded as l"'ejectin g that doctri ne. 114 
In reaHty, the difference is quite extensive with re gard to the 
place, alt~ough there is some agreement on the matter of state. 
11ethodist view. The Hethodists t under the leade rship of Y.Tesley • 
---:-----
1-1ere opposed to the ideas of p urgatory or se cond prl')gation; but yet found 
room for the doctrine of the intermediate state. To use the words of 
.John Wesley in his comment on Revelation 20:13: "And death and Hades gave 
l llcts 7:55. 2rr Corinthians 12:2. 
3Revelation 1:10. 4·• 1 1 . t t10( ge, ~~· 
up the dead that were in them: death gave up all the bodies of men, and 
Hades, the receptacle of separate souls, gave them up to be reunited to 
their bodies. nl 
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The idea of a dual-compartment Hades is purported to be a product 
of Greek philosophy, especially of Plato. Other authors are equally as 
certain that the idea of an immediate transport of souls into heaven is a 
corruption of Jewish thought, by the Alexandrian influence on the Septua-
gint translators. In the view of the Old Testament Sheol, it is to be 
remembered that it was understood as a dark underworld to the Jewish 
mind. John Miley commented on this idea that, 
In the popular thought of the Jews it was located somewhere in or 
under the earth, and was the common receptacle of the dead without 
respect to any d-istinction of character, but divided into two .compart-
ments: one, a place of happiness for the good; the other, a place of 
misery for the evil. It is not clear that in the popular thought of 
the Jews, particularly in their earlier history, there was any other 
place of future destiny. However, such a fact could have no doctrinal 
significance, for they were not an inspired people, and hence could · 
err just as Christ ian people do, and even more readily, as they had 
a less perfect revelation. 2 
This discussion saw full debate very early in the history of the 
church. Tertullian answered some of the objections thus: 
By ourselves the lower regions (of Hades) are not supposed to be a 
bare cavity, nor some subterranean sewer of the world, but a vast deep 
S}:ace in the interior of the earth, and a concealed recess in its very 
bowels ••• thus you must suppose Hades to be a subterranean region, 
and keep at arms' length those who are too pl"'Ud to believe that the 
souls of the faithful deserve a place in the lower regions ••• you 
will say, it is all the wicked souls that are banished in Hades. 
(Not so fast is my answer.) I must compel you to determine (what you 
mean by Hades,) which of its two regions, the region of the good or 
of the bad. If you mean the good why should you judge to be unworthy 
of such a resting-place the souls of infants and of virgins, and those 
1osmun, op. cit,. , p. 4 7. 
--
2Miley, . £!?.:...=.!.!:..• II, P• 430. 
which, by reason of their condition in life were pure and innocent? 
Ass souls, therefore are shut up within Hades.l 
Tertullian's editors, Roberts and Donaldson, explained that he may 
have apparent inconsistencies in locating paradise• yet he is quite uni-
form in contending for it, thus: 
Not in the regions beneath paradise but in paradise itself, seems 
to be the idea; paradise being included i.n the world of Hades, indeed, 
but in a lofty region, far enough removed from the Infer1, and re-
freshed by light from the third heaven and the throne Itself, im-
mensely distant though it be from the final abode of the redeemed. 2 
Mullins 1 a Southern Baptist 1 gives his position thus: "Hades is not 
paradise; neither is it Gehenna. It may be either, but it is not to be 
identified with either. 113 
Arminius is very cautious in speaking of the intermediate state so 
as not to be counted as believing in purgatory. He said: 
With St. Augustin 1 therefore 1 "I pr~fer doubting about secret 
things 1 to 1i tigation about those which are uncertain." • • • I be-
lieve ••• after this life, a state of felicity or of misery is 
opened for all men 1 into the one or the other of l.rhich . they enter 
immediately on their departure out of this world. That the souls of 
the Fathers • • • departed out of here to a place of quiet • • • 
whether in Heaven; properly so called• into which Christ ascended, or 
somewhere out of it, I dare not venture to determine. If any other 
person be more adventurous on this subject 1 I think he ought to be re-
quired to produce reasons for his opinion, or be enjoined to keep 
silence. 4 
Arminius then continues to name four pertinent conclusions of his Ol-ln 1 of 
lRoberts and Donaldson, op. eit. 1 I!I, p. 230. 
--· 
2Ibid., p. 576. 
3Edgar Young Mullins 1 The Christi?n Religion in its Doqtrinal ~xpressiop (Philadelphia: TheJudson Press, 19l7), p:-46"0':" 
4James Nichols, The Writings of James Arminius (Grand Rapids: 
Baker Book House, 1956)-;-T. p. 302. -
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this essence: ( 1) It does not follm.; that the Fathe:r>s are i n he aven p:r>ope:r> 
' to be seated thei'e befo'r'e the Gentile saints could join them. ( 2) Of the 
two places for departed souls, the place of the pious has not necessar-
ily always been Heaven supreme. (3) It does not follow that after death 
the pious necessarily must be translated instantly into supreme heaven. 
( 4) Not necessarily is paradise the ·same· as the third heaven , nor is it 
necessarily heaven supreme e·ither) 
Outlined in popular language by Professo:v Townsend is this view 
of Scripture held by Jewish people: 
First, Hades, in which are temporary abodes for all the dead, in-
cluding the :r>ightequs and the unrighteous. Second, Paradise-Hades, 
in which a:re the temporary resting-places of the righteous. Third 
Gehenna-Hades, in t-.~hich are the temporary prisons of the unrighteous. 
Fourth, Paradise _Prqper, or the Heaven of heavens, in which will be 
the royal homes of all righteous after the Judgment. Fifth, Gehenna-
Proper, or Hell, into which are cast the unrighteous after the Judg-
ment .! · 
La,za.c:u,s ~ Dives. Before leaving this 'dis cuss ion, the parable of 
Lazarus and Dives should be given treatment. It is on the features re-
vealed in this parable that the bulk of the int ermediate doctrine finds its 
best footing . Objections are often voiced .by virtue of the fact that it 
is a parable,. Usually the objections are advaneed by those who would do 
away with any concept of eternal retributfon to t he ,,.,icked, Hence many re-
ject the evidences of the parable as being fictitious. This is not the 
place to contend for the validity of a parable; but suffice it to say that 
there is a vast difference between the fable ·, . which is fictitious, and the 
parable, a comparison "which a lways embodies 'a hidden. truth. " 3 
1rbid., P• 309, 2ToWnsend, op •• !!!:_, p. 50, 
3Fallows, 2:.. cit., III, p. 1284. 
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Luke 16:19-31 reads Jri pa:r't :: 
• • • the beggar died, and ••• was cm ... ried ar,ray by the angels into 
Abraham's bosom: and the rich man also died, and was buried. And in 
Hades he lifted up his eyes, being in torments, and seeth Abraham 
afar o.ff, and Lazarus in his bosom. And he cried and said, Father 
Abraham, have mercy on me, and send Lazarus, that he may dip the tlp 
of his finger in r..rater, and cool my tongue; for I am in anguish in 
this f lame. 
Here is pictured the t wo-di vis.i.on after-world, in a language that 
men •.vould understand. VIncent gives soma interesting points on the pecu-
liar words used in the parable .by the · Ldr.d .Jesus: 
Abraham's bos om. l\ Rabb :~nical phrase equi valen't to being with 
Abraham ·~n Parad~se. "To the Israelite Abraham seems the personal 
centre and meeting-point of Paradise." (Goebel) •• • 
Tormented. Tormented is too strong. The word ~s used of the sor-
., · '. :· .row of Joseph a:nd ~!ary when the ' child Jesus was missing; ~d of the 
grief of the Ephesian elders on parting with Paul. .••• 
Gulf ••• ~ In medical language, of the cavities in a wound or 
ulcer:- Transcribed into the English chasm [GreekX~tr.M~( chasma)]. 
~ Fixed,. 'fhe wor>d implies fixedn<3ss. [used in I Peter 5:10 
concem~ng the work of Chl"ist, w.ho w1.ll "establish" the suffering 
beli·ever.] J 
Vincent picks up the thought <>f "tormented" being too strong. The 
word in question is 6j'-!V~.)4 ... ~(oduno~ai), and is bettel' interpreted "to 
be pained." The word used consistently for "torments of hell" or Gehenna, 
the place of the damned, is CSo.G"~": ~"' (basanldzo). This \-Tord has vary-
ing meanings of "tr-ial,--testing, and torment," and is nevel" mentioned in -----
the parable at hand. This would give validity to the contention, that the 
condition entered into immed.iately upon death is not as full or intense as 
it will be after the judgment. 
There ar.e certain things that the parable does teach: ( 1) a place 
for the . righteous; (2) a separate place for the unrighteous; (3) either 
1 . V~ncent 1 .£e.:.~~ I, p. 399. 
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close proximity of the two realms or a sharpening of the extra-sensory 
faculties of the soul , to allo~ conversing between the two realms; and (4) 
a conscious condition. It may not t each anything of description which is 
--
to be taken factually or in a literal manner, due to its being a parable. 
To be in Abraham's Bosom literally would be to press someone else 
out, hence, it can only mean to be in his . presence. To be in "torment" 
of the "flame" has often been used to preach the fire of hell upon the 
unbelieving. A closer look at the words involved signifies this to be an 
unwarranted position. The word used in the setting of the parable is from 
I . 
~~'~"" (phlegl5), meaning initially to~ or~ 2• hence, flame. Used 
metaphorically, it simply means "to inflame" as of a passion. Examples 
are easily found: Hebrews 1:7, "He maketh • • • his ministers a flame of 
fire." Revelation 1:14, 19:12, "His eyes· (were) as a flame of fire." 
In contrast to this, the word used to represent the fires of eternally 
damned souls is 1r~e (pur) • which has only the one meaning of fire,--lit-
al fire. The word used for flame in the other five New Testament appear-
ances is f~ ~ f (phlox), and is always used figuratively. Hence, the very 
word that has been misused in preaching of hell-fire, really lends support 
tD the doctrine of-a separate region in the intermediate state, where the 
wicked will be figuratively and yet truly "inflamed" in sorrow. The ori-
ginal meaning of the word "to burn or burn up" would be impossible in that 
even most annihilationists will delay such consummation until after the 
final judgment. 
The non-existence of an intermediate place. This is the position 
---- ' --------------
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of the Jehovah's Witnesses, Hillenial Dawnists, Seventh-Day Adventists, 
as well as some of the Reformed churches. The cultists feel that in prac-
tice, there is no such thing as an. intermediate position, because time 
ends at death and only begins again at the resurrect ion. This position 
' has been dealt with fully in a: later chapter under the heading of soul 
sleep. 
Intermediate place. !.2!, th.e wicked only. It is not often that any 
writer will affirm this position in word; but in practice it is quite com-
mon- Very often it is a point of preaching that the saved are taken 
directly to heaven at death., while the sinner goes to the regions of the 
damned which may be on the border of hell, if not . hell itself. It is sure, 
however, that the judgment day will make it even harder for the sinner than 
any experience he may have between death and that time. Patterson exhibits 
this attitude when he said: "There is no intermediate place that holds any 
of the redeemed. The only other place is the abode of the lost. • • • The 
idea of an intermediate place ••• is essentially of heathen origin."l 
Intermediate state as a condition only. The ·idea that a body of 
-..... .,_.._ 
some type must be had for the soul to keep it in existence is maintained 
by some. Since the soul is dis-embodied such a logic indicates that no 
p1ace is needed. The soul simply exists, and as it is body-less, it needs 
no place in which to dwell. Thus all the discussion of an intermediate 
place, two caverns, up or down, is regarded as irrelevant. 
lPatte!'Son, op. cit., p. 42 ~ 
--
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V. FIXEDNESS OR CHANGE IN THE INTERMEDI ATE STATE 
Nany ideas have been forwarded as to hovr the soul l~Till conduct it ... 
self Hhen it is freed from the body. It is possible that joy may be 
heightened in the believer and sorrow may become more intense for the un-
believer. Because of this possibility some have held out for changes in 
the soul, even in its relationship to God. 
Effects of the new environment on the soul. Hany things have been 
conjectured about the departed dead, and especially of the good. Many 
writers propose the new environment to have glory, beauty, progress and 
such like that has been unattainable do\m here, to come 'idth __ little effort 
over there. Professor Townsend is a good example: 
Perfect consciousness; perfect recognition; delights adapted to 
childhood; for children; restorations of old acquaintances; introduc-
tions to Abraham and Moses, David and Elijah, John . and Paul, I.uther 
and Wesley, ·and to the .saints who died but yesterday; the formation 
of pleasant and lasting alliances; plans for the endless future, --
are not impossible in that resting-place which we call the Interme-
diate Paradise. Songs of praise, such as souls c~m ·sing and hear; 
adorations and thanksgivings, such as souls can offer, will doub~less 
be expressed.! 
Olin Curtis feels that the intermediate state is a work of personal 
adjustment to fit the individual for heaven. This is done, he says, by 
means of (1) revelation, (2) perfect introspection, and (3) companionspip 
with Christ. 2 Evangelicals generally feel that if a person is right with 
God he i.s ready for heaven without further preparation. 
Boettner feels it is a "state of rest and happiness," which though 
!Townsend, op. cit., p. 74. 
- ·-
2c · 't •·o5 urt1s, op. c1 ., p. ~ • 
--
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a rest is not ".inactivity." 1 It is sat .isfact ion .in labor. and freedom from 
all evil, together with earth's cares and sorrows. He says that, 
At death the Christian d:rops entirely out of the. '1-.rorld of sense, 
and shall belong to it no more tmtil the day of the resurrection, at 
which time he shall find that the world of sense also has been "deliv-
ered from the bondage of corruption into the liberty . of the children 
of God," Romans 9:21-23. He is no longer saddened and \-Jearied at 
heart by the injustices, violence, opposition and ill-will of evil 
men. There is no more pain nor sorrow.2 
In another section he continues along the same thought: 
The Scl--iptures teach that the state .into Hhich the righteous enter 
at death is one of consciousness, holiness and happiness, which the 
resurrection and judgment only augment and make permanent. The mind 
loses none of its power or knowledge at the death of the body. On 
the contraxy, it enters on a much higher pla..'le of existence. The 
first and immediate result is that the soul, freed from the limita-
tions of earth and cleansed of the last vestiges of sln, finds its 
mental and spiritual faculties heightened and is more alive and active 
than it ever ~o~as before. 3 
'l'hese are the descriptions of a Reformed theologian, and t~ould an-
swer Y.Jell to the Evangelical understan P:in " of heaven. This, of course, is 
what Boettner thinks of, since the Reformed position is that the saints go 
directly to heaven li'hen they die. 
. . !, : 
In the Old Testament tbe idea of Sheol is th.at "the existence is 
neither bliss nor misery. It is without moral color.," so says Osmun. 4 . But 
the New Testament concept is well illUstrated in the parab~e of Lazarus 
and Dives. To Trench, the intermediate state is: "The . state of painless 
expectation, intervening between the death of the righteous and their per-
feet bliss at the Saviour's coming in his kingdom--blessedness, but not 
glory."5 
!Boettner, ~ cit .• , 
40 . smun , ~ .=.=!:_, p • 
p.. 92. 
59. 
2rbid •• 
5Ibid., p. 90. 
3Ibid .• 0 P• 94 .• 
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Emery Bancroft explained his position as a Bapt.ist: "In the inter-
medi ate position, tho soul is wi t hout its permanent body, yet thi s state 
is for t he righte ous nne of continuous joy, and for the wicked, one of 
conscious s uffer.ing . "l Scripture is lacking at this point to des cribe .in 
full t•hat takes p lace in the intermediate "~>rorld. 
Oscar Cullman gives this analogy and possible ansvrer: · 
As to jus t how this inte:r•me diate state i s to be conceived the Ne~T 
Testament nowhere speculates. · Hhere the fact of the resurrection, 
anticipated upon the basis of having already occurre d in the 1-.esurrec-
tion of Christ and the present possession of the Spirit, is an object 
of such pmverful faith and hope as is the case in the Net-T Testament, 
there no longer remains any room for speculations concerning the 
"How." • • · • concerning t he intermediate state of the dead the one 
certainty on which alone everything else depends, that he who believes 
in Christ, 1-1ho is the Res urrection, "vT.ill live, even though he dies" 
(John 11 :2 5) • 2 
Gordon James has a bright and logical outlook, although it is not 
one that is Evangelical: 
Moral purification after death is by no means a wrong idea. There 
is much to be said for it. Even in the case of the saints some cleans-
ing is necessary before they are fit for perfect communion lofith God. 
We must accept progress in the hereafter as a part of the divine plan, 
just as we accept it for this life •••• It may not be wise to dog-
matise but it cannot be wrong to hope. 3 · 
Some secrets of this intermediate state that our inquiring rn.ir.ds 
eek to pry into will need be left with Almighty God for the anS\1-T ers. 
Development theory• The treatment of this idea and its rejection 
!Bancroft, op. cit., p. 258. 
--
2oscar- Cullman, Christ and Time (Philadelphia: The Hestminster 
-----Press, 1950), p. 241. 
3A. Gordon James , Perscnal Immo~~allty (London: Student Christian 
Movement, 1922), p. 51. ------~---
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will be quoted here f r om James Strong : 
The soul is imagined to escape from the body at death not absolute-
ly nude, but wit.h a certain kind of "enswathement 1 11 or at least as a 
germ, t-~hich eventually reproduces ' a body by taking on particles or 
matter and assimilating them to itself as a fresh vital form at the 
resurrection. · The whole notion is false: 1 •. it assumes t he body not 
wholly dead, 2. it materializes the soul, 3. it confounds reproduc~ion 
with de cease and growth with dissolution.! 
Conditional Immortality. This is the notion that immortality for 
the soul is not innate i n man, but rather is received at the resurrection. 
The doctrine as held by the Seventh-Day Adventists has be:en discussed in 
the following chapter. Evangeli~als generally reject this teaching. 
Second Probatio11• The "sec.ond chance" theory holds that those who 
die \'lithout an expe rience of regeneration in Christ, will yet have anoth".)r 
opportunity. It is not the same as the universal proposition that will 
be handled later in this . sequence. Olin Curtis explained their position: 
Rejecting the idea of C!)ercion, they demand a fair, f ull probation 
for every responsible pers on, but .they can discover no way to provide 
such a probation for every· person in this life. Hence there must be 
a probation for all beyond the grave, who have not had their oppor-
tunity of test here. • •• They do condition personal salvation upon 
actual acceptance of the historical Christ. This sounds intensely 
Christ ian; but it is essentially false to Christianity, for it turns 
salvation from a moral thing to a mentql thing. 2 
Boettner described their position in a like manner: 
Support for the theory of sec~nd probation is based more on gen-
e r a l humanitarian conjectures or surmises of 'what God in His iove and 
!James Strong • The Doctrine of a Future Life (New York: Hunt and '""""':...._ _____ _ 
Eat·on, 1891) 1 p . 39. 
2olin Alfred Curtis, The Christian Faith (New York: Eaton and Mains, 
1905). p. 287. 
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goodness might be expected to do, :and on an easily understood desire 
to extend the atonement as far as possible, rather than on any solid 
Scriptural foundation.! 
Evangelicals stand firmly against any opportunity for forgiveness 
of sins beyond tb.e pale of death. Scripture ·supports the premise that 
the state of both the righteous and the wicked is fixed at death. If this 
were . not the case, all of the Biblical warnings to watchfulness and pre-
paredness for the parousia or death would be rather meaningless \-lOrds. 
Strangely enough, Curtis, though quite opposed to this doctrinal 
position, has his own which is a close counterpart: 
If a man in his earthly probation has really come to a spirit of 
repentance and faith; if he passes out of his probation longing for 
all Christ Jesus is, although he has never known him, then in the 
intermediate state, the normal adjustment to his Saviour will be in-
stant and complete. • •• In the intermediate state every man must 
see Jesus Christ as he really is; and seeing him as he is, every man 
who is in harmony td th Christ's nature "rill accept him; while every 
man who is not in harmony with Christ's nature will reject him. 2 
He has done what Boettner has suggested, surmising "of what God in His 
love and goodness might be expected to do. 113 If his premise were a valid 
one 1 the "gulf'' that is "fixedn between the righteous and the unrighteous 1 
must by now have had a bridge constructed over .it. 
Strong discusses the problem rationally: 
If there were to he another probation and not an empty mockery 
there must be still a possibility of failure to meet its terms and a 
consequent contingency· o f final rejection and condemnation again, and 
this would be enhanced by the repeated and more aggravated delinquency; 
so that, after all there remains the necessity of punishment, or else 
!Loraine Boettner, Immortality (Grand Rapids: Wm. B. Eerdmans 
Publishing Cq. , 19 56) , p. 99. · 
2curtis, op. cit., p. 402-403. 
--
~oettner, op. cit., p. lOS. 
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pf a third o;r fourth probation, and so on ad infinitum. The whole 
scheme pract ic~lly breaks doWJ? .1. 
' ' 
It is the general com:ensus of most Evangelicals that the moral 
condition of the individual upon passing from this life is such that it 
predicts unerringly which side of the separation he will proceed to for 
all eternity. 
Purgatory. The doctrine of purgatory as held by the Roman Catholic 
church teaches that all who do not die immediately after baptism, except 
for martyrs, must go to a place of cleansing where the penalty for sins 
committed after bapt.ism must be paid. F. J. Sheed• a . Roman Catholic 
author explains the doctrine thus: 
He who die.s loving God • • • yet with some small element of self 
left unsurrendered--venial sins not taken seriously enough for ser-
ious repentance, or mortal sins repented with genuine sorrow yet with 
something lacking to the intensity of the sorrov1 1 or it may be sins 
of omission ••• , these lightless lifeless elements hinder the move-
ment. It is for them that Purgatory exists •••• It is the place of 
wait .ing ' ·,where, by suffering lovingly accepted, the soul is cleansed 
of ali the se smaller defilements. • • • What the suffering is b~ \>rhich 
the soul is _brought to perfection in Purgatory, we do not knm·1. 
It is .generally understood that gifts of money, prayers by the 
priests, masses . and such like, which the living may perform foi' the dead, 
may shorten ·the time in Purgatory. This is in contrast to the doctrine 
of Evangelicals, ~here the Lord Jesus is seen to vTelcome his weary child 
homes r~the~ than consign him to a further period of suffering and proba-
tion. The whole system encroaches on the justice of God, making Him to be a 
ls . . trong, 2.E!. c~;t ., p. 103. 
2F. J. Sheed, 'theology ~ Sani'\:y (New York: Sheed and vlard, 1960), 
p. 294. 
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respecter of persons. The man with money may purchase release for his 
loved ones from Purgatory, wryile the poor cannot buy enough prayers or 
have enough masses said. It is in direct oppositionto Christ's plan of 
redemption; for can it be possible that sufferi ug can do a cleansing that 
the blood of Christ cannot? It was in utter revulsion to the whole idea, 
that most of the Reformers retreated so far as to almost eliminate any 
idea of an in:termediate state • lest they should be thought . to condone pur-
gatorial ideas. 
Annihilationisni. This is the theory that the unrighteous pass out 
of existence after death. Some of its proponents lost sight of the judg-. 
ment completely, and since they are condemned as lost already, these 
wicked simply pass out of existence without a judgment. Others will 
bring the wicked back to the judgment; and after being banished from God 
they will then suffer annihilation.. The doctrine has been discussed in 
full in a later chapter. Evangelicals g nerally :reject the teach.i.ng • 
. I· 
'· 
Universalism. The doctrine is the outgrowth of logic and not of 
Scripture. Since God is all-powerful, they reason that He will therefore, 
have all men yield to Himself. Since truth is superior to error, right to 
wrong , justice to injustice, good to evil, and so on and on; therefore, 
those ~uperior forces tdll at last conquer. Universalists hold to the 
universal fatherhood of God , the unive rsaJ b rotherhood of all men, a 
"just" retribution foX' sins, and the future harmony of all souls in God. 
Fallows quotes a short poem suggesting their belief: "Not one life shall 
be destroyed, or cast as rubbish to the void, when God hath made the pile 
complete.;"! 
Concerning their attitude as it touches upon the intermediate 
state, Professor ToHnsend states correctly: 
Universalists and Unitarians who give any thought to the subject 
fully believe in a place of imprisonment or punishment after death, 
prepared for such as deserve it; \ihen suitably punished there t-rill 
follow according to the theories of these denominations • a restora-
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tion of the wicked to the place in which have been the righteous; but 
the preliminary separation is believed, neve:rtheless, to be inevitable.2 
The adopted report of the executive committee of the American Uni-
tarian Association employs the following language, which, to the Bible 
believer quite nullifies their presuppositions: 
It is our firm conviction that the final restoration of all is 
not revealed in the Scriptures •••• and while we do generally hold 
to the doctrine of the final universality of salvation • as a consis-
tent speculation of the l"'Cason and a strong belief of the heart, yet 
we deem it to be in each. case a matter of cent in gence, always depend-
ing on conditions freely accepted or rejected,3 
Hith this last statement it must be allo\<fed that there may yet be 
some who would resist all gestures of grace leading to restoration with 
God, In this the \·thole "speculation" crumbles as a non-Scriptural device. 
Its fabrication serves the purpose of softening the just dealings of God 
with godless and sinful men \-tho \..rill not repent, 
VI. DURATIOt~ 
Duration of the intermediate state. from the vantage p0int of time , 
------ - . 
the intermediate state extends from the day of one's death until either the 
first or the second resUl"rection, whichever may summon him. According to 
1Fallows, ~ ~. III, p. 1690. 
2Townsend, ~ ~' p. 61, 3 . Ibid,, p. 232, 
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Scripture the redeemed have precedence over• the sinful; but all must 1-Tait 
until their re.,pective day;, The first resurrection of dead is f or the re-
deemed, Cll.""'ld the · second l"'surrection is for . the sinners. From our chron-
ology, l·1oses, Abraham and o·tners 'have been there a: long time. From God 1 s 
side of the picture ·six thousand years may be but six days. It is of lit-
tle value to conjecture in this matter, for the span, whether brief or ex-
tended, in a timeless situation ·is a mere confusion of words. 
Strong has this pertinent estimation: 
There will be no outward idea of time, no lapse of events, histor-
ical succession or change • • • No sense of delay will detract from 
the joy of actual salvation experienced by them during that interim, 
but it •lill seem brief and be occupied with unalloyed delights of a 
spiritual nature, heightened rathe~ than dampened by the hope of a 
still more exalted state of rapture speedill to be realized on the 
reunion of the soul and the body in heaven. 
It is agreed to be a temporary and not an eternal state. This is 
thought both for the good and for the evil alike to be but temporary. 
They will be in their respective places until the Resurrection. Revela-
tion 20:13, 1'+ speaking to the termination of the realm of Hades, affirms 
its usefulness and ~·rork have been fulfilled: 
And the sea gave up the dead that Here in it; and death and Hades 
gave up the dead that were in them: and they were judged every man 
according to their uorks .- And death and Hades were cast into the 
lake of fire. This is the second death, ~the lake of fire. 
To this we would add Osmun's interpretation: "This final passage is 
descriptive of the resurrection. Th~ souls in Hades are released, and 
Hades, as a temporary abode, comes to an end before the consummation of 
the final universe. n 2 
lstrong, ~ ~' p. 66. 2osmun, op. cit., p. 86. 
--
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Concerning .~ descent ~ Christ. The words in the Apostles Creed, 
"He descended into Hell," have been provocative of great discussions and 
dissensions. The texts surr ounding this expression are found in I Peter 
3:18-20, 4:6, as follot-Ts: 
Because Christ also suff ered f or sins once, the r i-ghteous f or the 
unright eous, that he might bri ng us t o God: beirig ' pu't ' to death in the 
flesh, but made alive in the spirit; in which also he went and preached 
unto the spirits in prison, th at ·aforetime ue re ·G.isobedi ent ~ 'rthen , the 
longsuffering of God waitecl in the days of Noah, ~vhile the ark lvas a 
preparing , · ~vhere in f m·r, t hat is, eight souls, t-lere s aved through ~;a­
ter ••• For unto this end was the gospel preached even to the dead, 
that they might be judged indeed a ccor din g to men in the flesh, but 
live according to God in the spirit. 
"It is only in · Fi rs t Peter that thea::o is any reference to the 
preaching of Christ to the dead • • • The natur al sen se • • • is that 
which t he early church imputed to them," so s ays Henry Sheld~n. 1 A little 
history as to ho\-1 the expression came into the Creed is Horthvrhile, be-
fore entering into the investigation of its meaning. 
Osmun traces its f ormulation thus: Not being found as yet by 451 
A. D., it did not come into any of the first four ecumenical councils: 
Nicea, Constantinople, Ephesus, or Chalcedon. Ruf inus testifies it was 
not present in any \-iritten form by the end of the fourth century. The 
Church of Aquileia included it. about 374 A. D.; then travelling west the 
Creed of the Bi shop of Gaul contained it. "Thus the article was n~ither 
Roman nor Eastern • but established in the Creed of He stern Christendom 
through the influence of a remote church . n 2 
The dissent from this portion of the Creed began with Augustine, 
in that he wao tmabJ.e to distinguish between Hades and Gehenna. "He 
2rbid., p •. 125-129 •. 
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feared the clause was tending to weaken the motive for the propagation of 
the gospel in this world. 111 Host of the Reformed Churches ignored the 
expression, simply interpreting it to be His subjection to death for 
three days. Osmun noted that Professor F. Loofs admits that: 
The conception of the descent must be recognized as a specifically 
Christian idea, which goes back to the later decades of the primitive 
church, and as such has a strong claim on our interest. But he adds, 
"The modern mind cannot accept it as a part of our faith. 11 He :recom-
mends that Evangelicals omit the article from their programs of in-
struction in Christian doctrine and worship.2 
Objections to the expression have been summarized by Osmun as: (1) 
preaching in Hades is found nowhere else in the Bible; (2) the historical 
elements take us back to Noah's day; (3) the preaching was simultaneous 
with the disobedience; and (4) the preaching was "in the spirit," the:re-
fore it was not post mortem. 3 He then gives the ideas in favor as ad-
vanced by such men as Ellicott, Alford, Meyer, Robertson and others: (1) 
"It is grammatically untenable to turn around the meaning of Christ's pre a-
ching into a preaching of Noah in the spirit of Christ" (Dr. Dorner). (2) 
Christ~ and preached. (3) Christ preached to the formerly disobe-
dient, not formerly preached to the disobedient. (4) The verbs express t 
this preaching as part of His mediatorial work. (5) The context which 
speaks of exposure to persecution and death teaches that death can only 
bring triumph to those armed with the mind of Christ. 4 
1George w. Osmun, The Undiscovered Country (New York: The Abingdon 
Press, 1916), p. 129. 
2rbid., p. 131. 
4Ibid •• 
3rbid., (gleanings) pp. 113-117. 
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The importance to this treatise in considering this matter Nas to 
flnd light which Has present concerning activities in the intermediate 
world. Ce:rtain facts inherent here are basic: ( 1) the disobedient in No-
ah 's day are not by themselves, but vii th the other dead of like character, 
( 2) Christ is said to have preached in Hades, not Gehenna, ( 3) The sub-
ject of his preaching could only be the same as his earthly ministry, 
that of the Gospel, Hhy He preached was no doubt, out of His heart, to 
continue to do that which was "good, nl The results of his preaching 
could be nothing more than speculative from this human side. Especially 
is this so, in that probation is understood to be for this life only. (4) 
The meaning of fU~~"~ (phul£ke), "prison," (I Peter 3:19) is interpreted 
by Vincent as being used in a "metaphorical sense" in this setting. 2 
Some interpret it as a final abode of the dead, and others as Hades, the 
kingdom of the dead generally, Osmun remarked that, 
We cannot accept the idea of the Reformation theology, that Christ 
descended into the realm of the lost. This t-ras a doctr.:.ne of men who 
were afraid to recognize an intermediate state, lest they should seem 
to sanction the Catholic purgatory, and who therefore made only one 
distinction, that bett-reen eternal life and eternal fire. 3 
( 5) To those who would object to the descent and to the intermediate 
state, it is valid to ask how Christ could have been in aradise with the 
thief; and preached in Hades at the same time, had the two not been in 
at least close proximity. 
lActs 10~38. 
2Harvin R. Vincent, ~lord Studies · i.n the New Testament (Grand Ra-
pids: Wm. B. Eardmans Publish~ng Co., 1946)-;-T,P. 657. 
3 . 
Osmun, ~ .£!!:_, p, 118. 
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Also in the .same strain it is of concern that we note that upon 
ylelding up of the ghost by Christ, the graves of many saints \-Tere opened. 
A natural conclusion is that the One \·tho h as po~rer over death, namely, 
J e sus Christ, was then in the inter mediate state. ( 6) I n t he Psalms, 
David spoke of Christ, "that neither lvas He le f t unto Hades," as given· by 
Peter in Acts 2:30, 31. ( 7) That the realm of Hades is not under the rule 
of Satan as some suppose; but t he "pris on" is God 1 s p lace for the dis- . 
obedient, as paradise is His place f or the ~~ildr.en of the kingdom. (8) 
If death and the intermediate state be thought of as the ultimate reaping 
of the souls of men · because of sin; then Christ as the God-man "must un-
dergo the common experience of man by descending into the valley of the 
shador1 of death."l 
Bishop J. Pearson is ·cited by Osmun as summarizing in this way: 
vlhen all the sufferings of Christ v.rere finished on the cross, and 
his soul lo~as separated f r om his body, though his l)ody were dead, yet 
his soul died not, and though it died not, yet it unden1ent the con-
dition of the souls of such as die, and be l.ng he died in the simi.li-
tude of a sinner; his soul went to the place whet~ the souls of men 
are kept who die for theil., sins, and so did wholly undergo the laVT of 
death. In this sense ••• I believe Christ descended into Hades. 2 
Ttlhile it is agreed that the Lqrd Jesus Christ was in the interme-
diate state at His death, it ought not be difficult to follow that He en-
tered into that place to comfort the saints until the resurrection day. 
Certainly Christ is not only in Heaven supreme, but also "with" his own 
saints, who are spoken of as being in riades and Paradise as well. 
lrbid., p. 120. 
2Ibid. , p. 132. 
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VII: ' SUHMARY 
Cert a in vital points of agreement are found in the \'i:bi tings of such 
Evangelicals as Hodge, Boettner, Cullman, Orr, Henry, Curtis, Bancroft, 
Gamertsfelder 11 ~leaver, Osmun, t1iley and othet'S• Although they are not 
agreed ·on · every detail, the following points of full accord g ive a reliable 
basis for· a .statement of Evangelical belief concerning the interim span: 
(1) The dead in Christ are 11t<li th II the Lord. 
(2) The intermediate state is one of conscious joy or of sorrow. 
( 3) The place of the dead in Christ is Paradise. 
( 4) The int e1.,mcdi ate state is not the final state. 
A summary discussion of the four points of agreement follo••s: 
( 1) The statement, the dead in Chr i s t are with the Lord, i s in full 
approval amongst the Evangelicals; but there are a f ew differences in 
opinion as to where · tha.t association ;. ;ould t ake t hem. It is · tvi th difficul-
ty that our natural and earth-bound thinking, even with the aid o f the 
Holy Spirit ; can discern the abode of spirits. vie are pressed to think of 
a materially located place. ,Jesus in his resurrection body demons trated 
that he h a.d an a\V'areness of physi.cal things, such as the room where the 
disciples 'ttere gathered, and as food to eat. Yet i.n no way did He seem to 
be bound or circumscribed by these things, identifying himself with "flesh 
and bones" and as not being a "spirit," (Luke 24:39). This does not help 
much in cons5.dering how a dis-embodied spirit may be P.ffE'!cted or respond. 
-
In Luke's parable of Lazai~s and Dives , Jesus envisions before his 
hearers a du~l-compartment intermediate place, described in material 
terms to appeal to their understanding. The mysteries of Hades are best 
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understood if this description is taken quite literally. Since Hades is 
yet in operation until the day of the dead being raised for judgment, it 
no doubt has also a Paradise which is operative as well. Many Evangeli-
cals finding no other way to explain the present life of the departed give 
approval to this idea, in that the fulness of joy in heaven is yet to 
come; and that to the soul with its glorified body. 
- ·- -
However, as representing many, Thompson says, "In orthodox Chris-
tianity, the dead, redeemed, and unredeemed are in their final abode, and 
are dis incarnate until the general resurrection, when their mortal shall 
put on immortality."! This idea would be questioned however, as the fi-
nal abode of the unredeemed is taught in Scripture to be lttvvA ( Geh~na), 
the lake of fire, into which the devil, the beast and the false prophet 
are cast prior to the judgment, and the unbelievers after the judgment 
(Revelation 20:10-15). 
(2) There is no conflict of opinion that the just enter immediately 
into the joy of the next world, where Christ is there in essence before 
them. Likewise t the unregenerate are immediately thought to be filled 
with sorrow and pain and such soul agonies as would be due them at this 
point for their rejection of God's salvation. 
(3) The premise that the place of the dead in Christ is Paradise is 
also quite well agreed upon by Evangelicals; but again differences are 
present as to where this paradise may be. The parable just cited would 
seem to indicate the place to be with the righteous of the Old Testament. 
1Henry, op. ~~ p. 273. 
It would also indicate that it was separated b~,r a 11gl'eat gulf" from the 
place of tho wicked dead. Little injustice, if any, is done to the basic 
premise if a literal place l'Tei'9 thought of. This is not to say, however, 
that an intermediate state imp l:ies a separate intemediate place; but such 
may be the case. Hho is to say that a spirit being needs a material place 
such as is comwonly envisioned? Hm•ever, in the par•able of Lazarus and 
Dives, their dis-embodied spirits are represented as beine in a place . 
(4) All Evangelicals are soundly united that the resurrection of 
the body and the judgment must precede the entrance of the soul upon its 
final state. Some feel that violence is done to the soul of the saint if 
he is not immediately in the presence of God in the highest heaven. In 
worship to God on earth th~ saints sing , "Where ,Jesus is 'Tis Heaven 
there," and in faith sense themselves to be with Him. Ye·t, \·then the 
thought comes of leaving the sensory body as a naked soul, the f~ith wavers 
unless they can be assured of the highest heaven • The failure is that of 
stationing God and Christ in the highest heaven as immoveable, rather 
than being oJTUl ipresent. Another lack is the U:l"lderstanding as · to the pow-
ers of the soul, >r1hich may be turned loose when the flesh is left behind. 
YTithout_physicallimitations, t e soul may well'e . in Christ's in1mediate 
fello>r1Ship with Him being in another' realm than the hi ghest heaven. This 
i s seen from Dives and Abraham as they watched and conversed with each 
other with a "great guLf" fixed between them. 
Summary.. Popular Evangelical thought, in good harmony 'i1ith Scrip-
tures, asserts heaven to be a literal place for the· "g l orious" body 
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together with the soul, but this literalnes~ may be different than it is 
for a body of flesh. For the disembodied spirit Scripture only presents 
the fact that the senses and mentality of the soul are alert to its sur-
roundings. The place of the dv1elling of the soul in all of its alert-
ness is designated as a place of waiting for the time of the resurrection 
of the body and the day of judgmen~. For the believer it is a place of 
rest and blessing in the presence of Christ; l-thereas for the unbeliever 
it is one of unrest, torment of mind and absence from Christ. Although 
Evangelicals are not agreed as to · there being a specific place for this 
waiting, they are unifqrm in feeling that the best is yet to come for 
those who have left this veil of tears and troubles and are even today in 
the very presence of Christ. In this situation they are . yet without the 
glorified body and they have yet to be judge d and receive the rewards of 
the deeds done in the body while on earth. 
CH APTER I II 
THE SEVENTH-DAY ADVENTIST VIEW OF THE INTERMEDIATE STATE 
COMPARED AND CONTRASTED WITH THE EVANGE.LICAL VI EW 
The doctrinal position of an intermediate state, as such, is not 
discussed by the Seventh-DaY Adventists. Their opinions relating to the 
idea have been dra\m together out of many areas , To the Seventh-Day Ad-
ventist, consciousness ceases at the moment of death, and t here f ore the 
time of waiting for the resurrection is not time at all, hence, there :is 
no intermediate state, This investigation h as conce rned itself with the 
points held by the Seventh-Day Adventists which diffe r from those of the 
Evangelicals. The reason for this procedure is that the only points of 
sufficient similarity between the two \-lhich would lend to compar ison are 
those of the certainty of death, the resurrection of the dead, and the 
separation of the wicked from the righteous, 
I, THE CONCEPT OF I MI-10RTALITY 
Mortal soul. The common understanding of this group is that men 
are not innately immortal at all. Their founder, Ellen G, White, put it 
in these words: 
Immortality was promised them [Adam and Eve] on condition of obe-
dience; by transgression they would forfeit eternal life, That very 
day they ~o~ould be doomed to death. In order to possess an endless 
existence, man must continue to partake of the tree of life. 1 
lE:len G. White, ~ Story ~ Patriarchs ~ Prophets U1ountain 
View, Cal~fornia, 1913), p. 60, 
LeRoy FI'oom, their' theological spokesman, is moi'e specific: 
Accoi'ding to the canonical Old Testament it is quite clear that 
body and soul form a unit; in Genesis 2:7 we are not told that man 
I'ecei ved a living soul, but that, after God bi'eathed in to him the 
breath of life, man became a living soul •••• There is nothing to 
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be found in the Bible of the Greek conception which splits man into 
two distinct ive and sepai'ate pai'ts: the mortal body and the immoi'tal 
soul. (JOTE: Man is considel:'ed a living soul during his H:fetime; in 
death the soul ceases to have life. The dying of the soul is mention-
ed in Uumbel:'s 23:10. Accoi'dine to the Old Testament, death strikes 
body and soul alike.)l 
From this evaluation the soul is seen 119t only to lose conscious-
ness; but also to lose life and die. These statements stand in conti'a-
diction to the undel:'standing of all Protestant theologians, Evangelical 
and Reformed alike. James Orr is in hai'mony l-dth the Protestant voice 
as he remarks of Genesis 2:7, that, "Nan becomes a "living (immoi'tal) 
soul" thi'ough a unique act of Divine inbreathing , the soul in man oi'i-
ginates in a Divine inspii'ation, and is at once the animating pi'inciple 
2 
of the body. II As considel:'ed eai'liei' in this t:reatise' the make-up of 
man is genei'ally undei'stood by Evangelicals as being t wo-fold. In this 
it is recognized that death speaks of the body as dyin g physically, but 
not of the soul dying . The soul is understood as being immortal and will 
at time fo~Q dying either enter upon etel:'nal life OI' eternal death. 
Conditional immortality. iiilliam Newton Clai'ke states the docti'ine 
of con ditional immortality equitably when he said: 
The doctrine of conditional immortality ••• holds that man was 
lLeRoy Edwin FI'Oom, The Prophetic Faith of our Fathers (Washington, 
D. c.: Revieu and Herald; 1950), I, 184. --
2James OI'I'. ( ed.), Intern'ational Standai'd Biblical Encyclopedia 
(Grand Rapids: Hm. B. Eei'dmans Publishing Company, 1947), II, 974. 
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created not immortal, but capable of rece1v~ng immot>tality as a gift. 
Left alone, he would become extinct, at death or later; immortality is 
a gift of God, conferred only through Christ and rece i ved only in the 
Christian experience.! 
From "A Statement" by a Seventh-Day Adventi~t, H. \·1. Lowe, in the 
forward pages of H. R. Martin's book,~ Truth About Seventh-Day~­
~' the follmving short statement is emphatic: 11 \-le believe that immor-
tality, or that quality of being that makes death impossible, is something 
bestowed on the believer at the resurrection when our Lord returns. 112 
f'room traces the history of the doctrine f rom ·Jewish scholars and 
theologians and quotes approvingly that, "immortality. is ·acquired, not 
·,, 
inherent. " 3 Th.e S~venth-Day Adventists point out also that "soul" is 
present in the animal realm as it . is in the human. They do not note that 
the animaln are never spoken of as becoming "li vln g souls. 11 Boettner gives 
a ·thoughtful statement on the immortality of man: 
In His \-lord much is presented by definite statement; much also is 
assumed as undeniably true and not needing proof. In general the Bible 
t r"Sats the s ubject of the i mmor t al.:i.ty of. the soul in much the same 
way that it treats the existence of God,--such belief is assumed as an 
undeniable postulate. It takes for granted that · the characteristics 
of our nature are permanent, that we shall continue to possess intel-
ligence, affection, conscience and \-dll. Every passage de aling 1-lith 
the future life assumes that we shall be then as we are now, rever-
ential aJld ·social beings~ loving God and ·one anothe r , Thi s n~cessar• 
ily includes reco~nition, communion with Christ and with tbe angels 
and the redeemed. 
w. c. Fisher 1 a Nazarene Hriter; expressed it thus: 
1William Newton Clarke, An Outline of Christian Theology (New York: 
Charles Scribner's Sons, 1899) ;-p. 450~ 
" ~~·lalter R. r1artin, The Truth About Seventh-Day Adventism (Grand 
Rapids: Zondervan Publis hing House , 1960}, p. 15.-
3
:rroom, op. ~' I l , p. 215. 4Boettner, .2:.. .£!.!.:_, p. 78. 
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The theory of s oul s leep is another out gr•oivth of the .1\dventist doc-
trine of conditional immortality--the idea that those only ~-rho are 
found r.i. ghtec''S at the final j udement >v.U.l be grr;mte cl immortality • 
• • • ~1an ••• is not immortal; he only has the right to ea:m immor-
tality by a righteous life.l 
The condition of fallen man, deprave d in mind an d heart makes him 
at enmity with God. In this condition, he naturally would l ike to rid 
himself of any idea of dying eternally as a. consequence of his rebellion. 
Besides this factor, there is the natural instlnct 5.n man that t·Iill say he 
continues to exist, though he were to die. Hence • Evangelicals maintain 
that the doctrine of conditional .immortality is the product of reason and 
not of Scripture. 
Immorta.:!. sinners. The idea of immortal sinners is scoffed at by the 
Seventh-Day Adventists, To the Evan gelical \-TOrld, it is not possible for 
the damned to be sent into everlasting fire, unless they are liv.i.ng or 
immortal. The idea has its roots in their concept of the soul as being 
only mortal. In one of her early visions, Ellen G. v!hi te reported: 
I heard an angel ask, "Nho of the family of Adam have ·· passed the 
flaming sHard, and h<we partaken of the tree of life?" I heard an-
other angel answer, "Not one of Adam~s family have passed that flam-
·:tng SHord and partaken of that tree; therefore there is not an im- · 
mortal sinner."2 
!1uch of the Seventh-Da.y Adventist concept of the soul is found in 
the visions of ~1rs. ~.Jhite. Evengel.i.cals feel that Scripture teaches all 
men are conceived as immortal, with that living , never-dyin g part being 
supplied by Divine poiver. The body is su.~ject to death and hence is mor- · 
tal; but the soul is immot~al. Further, in the case of the righteous 
1William c. Fisher, Why ~ Am a Nazarene (Kansas City, No.: Nazarene 
Publishing House, 1958), p.m.---
2~Thite, ..2:.~• p. 51. 
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the mortal body vTill one day take on immortality as well. 
Annihilationism. This is the belief that the unrighteous pass out 
of existence after death. The origination of the system undoubtedly is 
from the horror that men naturally feel in facing the death punishment 
for their sins. There is difference of opinion as to when this annihila-
tion is accomplished. Some hold it to be instantaneous at death, and 
others consider it but the natural outworking of sin. Clarke explains: 
The less intelligent view has been that God by power and fiat will 
annihilate the wicked, inflicting the penalty himself by direct judi-
cial action, The more thoughtful view has been that extinction of 
being, or loss of personal existence, is the natural end of a life of 
sin which runs its full course and brings forth its full fruit: a man 
sins on, and gradually reduces himself, by the disuse and extinguish-
ment of power after power, to nonentity.! 
Mead mentions those who leave the annihilation deed to God's de-
cree, but who place it at different times: 
Mr. Constable and Dr, Ives hold the materialistic view that the 
soul perishes at death, being in fact only a physical thing or phe-
nominon; but others, as Mr. Hudson and Mr. White, hold that the soul 
survives the death of the body, but afterwards is destroyed. 2 
The Seventh-Day Adventists avidly hold to annihilationism along 
with many individuals who claim Protestant affiliation. Arthur Lickey, a 
Seventh-Day Adventist writer gives thei~ position thus: 
The righteous dead will be resurrected at the beginning of the 
Millennia! period, whereas the wicked will be raised at the close. 
Since the righteous are raised at Christ's coming, therefore Christ 
comes at the beginning of the millennium. The wicked dead remain 
in their graves. The living wicked are destroyed. The righteous 
lcrarke, 2!!.!.. ~. p. 450. 
2charles th Mead, The Soul Here. and Hereafter (Boston: The Con.;. 
gregational Publishing Soc1ety, rs7'9T;" p;-n. 
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all go to heaven.l 
Mrs. White gives her impression of people who dare to reject the vie"~>T of 
annihilationism in insinuating terms: 
It was a marvel to me that Satan could succeed so well in making 
men believe that the words of God, 11 'fhe soul that sinneth it shall 
die," mE;)an that the sou~ that sinneth it shall not die, but live 
eternally in misery. Said the angel~ "Life · is lif~, whether it is in 
pain or happiness. Death is \.'li thout pain, without joy, without hatred." 
Satan told his angels to make a special effort to spread the · lie first 
repeated to Eve in Eden, "Thou shalt not surely die." And as the er-
ror was received by the people, and they were led to believe that man 
was immortal, Satan led them on to believe that the sinner would live 
in eternal misery. Then thE;) way was pl"Spared for Satan to work through 
his representatives, and hold up God before the people as a revengeful 
tyrant. 2 · 
In this section she has presented her logic of why annihilation is the 
proper interpretation. No"~>r she speaks as tD "how" this annihilation shall 
be consummated: 
The soul that sinneth it shall die an everlasting death .,--a death 
that will last forever, from which there will be no hope of a I'esur-
rection; and then the W"t"ath of God will be appeased •••• Fire will 
come down from God out of heaven and devour them [the wicked],--bum 
them up root and branch. 3 
In another place she acclaimed the second death as follows: 
Fire from God out of heaven is rained upon them, and the great men, 
and mighty men, the noble, the poor and miserable, are all consumed 
together. I saw that some were quickly destroyed, while others suf-
fered longer. They were punished according to the deeds done in the 
body. Some were many days consuming, and just as long as there was a 
portion of them unconsumed, all the sense of suffering remained. Said 
the angel, "The worm of life shall not die; their fire shall not be 
quenched as long as there is the least particle for it to prey upon." 
Satan and his ang~ls suffered long. Satan bore not only the weight 
and punishment of his own sins, but also the sins of the redeemed 
lArthur E •. Lickey; F-.:mdamantals of the Everlasting Gospel (\'lashing-
ton, D. c. : Review and Herald Publishing Assn.) , p. 41. 
2\·lhite. op. cit., p. 218. 
--
3Ibid •• p. s1. 
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host, which had b een placed upon him; and he must also suffer for the 
ruin of souls which he had caused. Then I saw that Satan and all the 
.wicked host were consumed, and the justice of God was satisfied; and 
all the angelic host, and all the redeemed saints, with a loud voice 
said, "Amen!" Said the angel, "Satan is the root, his children are the 
branches. They are now consumed root and br.anch. They have died an 
everlasting death. They are never to have a resurrection, and God 
will have a clean univer se. nl 
In the book, . Questions~ Doctrine, the Seventh-Day 'Adventists . harve 
stated: (1) tthe wicked will die, (2) be cut off, (3) perish, (4) be burned ' 
up, apd ( 5) be destroyed. 2 Each o~ these divisions .is treated td th b ibli-
cal references to sub~tantiate their assertions. Van Baalen quotes from 
the Sevent4-Day Adventist, Spicer, that "The positive teaching of Holy 
Scripture is that sin and sinners \dll .be blotted out of exi ster.ce. There 
will be a clean )Jnive~se again when the gre-'1t controversy betHeen Christ 
and Satan is ended. n 3 
Consistently a very literal method of treatment of Scr ipture is 
used, which seems to favor their pos i tion. The same lite:ralness, however, 
is lacking completely when they consider the matter of duration, as found 
in the word ''eternal." Boettner cites this thought: 
Endlessness . is s a id to be ."eternal," "everlasting." These words 
are the s tl:•ongest of any in the Gmek language.. . These same words 
are u~ed to express the .eternity of God, and to describe the duration 
of the blessed condition of the :P-ighteous in heaven. "No"T unto the -- -
King eternal, immortal, in~isible, the only God, be honor and glory 
forever and ever," I Tim. 1:17 •••• "And these shall go away into 
eternal punishment: but the righteous into eternal life•" Hatt. 25:41 1 
lrbid., p. 295. 
2Representative Group of Seventh-Day Adventist Leaders, Questions 
on Doctrine (Hashington, D. c·.: Review and Herald Publishing Assoclahon, 
1'957). p. 517. . 
3Jan Karel Van Baalen, The Chaos of Cults (Grand Rapids: Hm. B. 
Eerdmans Publishing Company, 19S6), p. 201.-----
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46. In this latter' verse the same Greek ~tord is used in both clauses. 
The wicked are to go "eis kolasin aionion ," and the righteous "eis 
zoen aionion ;"-hence t~mean~ng must be the same in both cases7 
---·--
Clarke summarizes 11Hhy" the idea of annihilation originated, say-
ing that it "entered into Christi an thought as an object of hope rather 
than of fear, and has been "relcomed for the relief that it offers from the 
thought of endless , punishment, 112 Although in point of chronology, this 
annihilation is perhaps subsequent to the intermediate state, it is perti-
nent to this treatise as indicative of what is supposed to happen at that 
time. To the Seventh-Day Adventist- the Hicked die to enter upon "soul 
sleep" or unconsciousness, then later are resurrected, only to be annihi-
lated. Thus annihilationism is actually part of their philosophy of an 
intermediate state, though they affirm th~re is no intermediate state, 
Tertullian showed complete disgust about the idea of annihilation: 
"A pretty paradox, to be sure, that an essence must be refitted with life, 
in order that it. may receive that annihilation which has already in fact 
accrued to it! 113 
It cannot be said that the voice of Protestants is as soundly uni-
tad in the condemnation of annihilationism as they ar•e of sone other Sev-
enth-Day Adventists tenets. The position of many is expressed. by Gordon 
.. Tames, t11hen he says: . 
1 Loraine Boettner, Immortality (Grand Rapids: Wm. B. Eerdmans 
Publishing Co .. , 1956) ., p. 118. 
2 Clarke , op. .=.!!:.• p • 4 52. 
3Alexander Roberts and James Donaldson (eds.), The Ante-Nicene 
Fath,ers (Net-1 York: Charles Scribner's Sons, 190 8), III-;-i). --s71. 
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for if God be the fa·ther of all men, it is an inconceiVable thing 
to suppose that in the hour and a:-ticle of death He ~.r ill fling miay 
those personalities that He- ·has created, nurture d and loved. A God 
such as Jesus revealed, a God · like Jesus, could not allow men to per-
ish. • •• Sut•ely it would · be more Christian 1 so . to speak 1 to DlloH 
that man to perish [uho had failed in this life].l 
Hence, it i s con cluded by many that eternal punishment is not · con-
sistent with God's justice or goodness. Olin Curtis I'a1s.es two objections 
to the theory of annihilationisM: 
First 1 it is entirely lacking in that ethical quality '\'lhich be-
longs to every truly Chris tian doctrine. • • • this viet" is vmrse 
than mitigation. Praach armihilat.i.on to a sinner, and you preach 
uith his own inclination •••• Second, the theory of annihilation is 
I'iU,P'OsS'Ible _!!!. theod~cy. That God in his omniscience would create men 
only to throH them away at last, a useless ~1aste 1 "as rubbish in the 
void," is to me inconccivru')le from a."':ly standpoint possible in theodicy. 
The harsh theory of an eternity of torture in physical flarre Nas 
surely hard enough to deal with in theodicy. But one could discover 
at least the possibility of a moral value in the torture. 2 
II. SLEEP or THE SOUL 
Soul Sleep. Mart1.'1 explaj_ns this pos ition to b e held by the "Ad-
----:;,;, 
vent Christian Church, Seventh-Day Adventists, and the non-Christian cults: 
Christadelphians, The Dawn Bible Students and the Laymens Home Mi ssionary 
M t u3 ovemen • The theories of the sleep of the soul, or the insensib ility 
of the t1ou1, or the unconsciousness of the s oul. have been other:,fise iden-
tified as Psychopannychism. The theot~y holds that at de ath the state of 
lA. Gordon Jain~s; . Personal Immortality (London: Student Chris tian 
Hovement, 1922), p. 4 7,~ 
·.·· 
2olin Alfred Curtis 1 The Christian raith (New York: Eaton and Mains • 
1905)' ~)· 460. 
3t1artin 1 2:.. ..:.!!:._, p. 15. 
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the soul becomes insensible or unconscious and remains in this state as 
long as the body lies in the grave, It is carefully interwoven with the 
theory of conditi onal immortality;. A portion of Ecclesiastes 9:5 is the 
stock proof-text used by the proponents of thi s doctrine, namely, "the 
dead know not anything." 
The presentation of the Seventh-Day Adventist defense in Questions 
on Doctrine mentions the following men as holding to this view: Tyndale, 
John Firth, George Wishart, John ~1ilton, Archdeacon Francis Blackburne, 
and many others. 1 They claim as being representative of this vi ew more 
than fifty "champions." Listed as sects are: Unitarians, Christadelphians, 
and as denominations: Baptist, Anglican, Congregational, Wesleyan 0 Lutheran, 
and Nee-Orthodox, while these vocations are represented: physicians, math 
2 professors, theology professors, language professors, and a poet. 
A summary of their position is incorporated into their book from a 
Lutheran professor, Dr. T. A. Kantonen as follows: 
There is no immortality of the soul but a resurrection of the whole 
person, body and soul, from death. The only immortality which the 
Bible recognizes is the immortality of a personal relationship with 
God in Christ •••• The soul has no existence apart from the body. 
The whole man, body and soul dies, and the whole man, body and soul 
is resurrected on the last day. At death man proceeds directly to the 
fina_l resurrection and judgment. There is no period of waiting for - --
waiting implies time, and beyond death time no longer has any signif-
icance. 3 
It should be said in all fairness that not a few Lutherans would 
vigorously disagree with him. Francis Pieper, a Lutheran dogmatician says: 
1 epresentative Group, ~ ~' pp. 567-609. 
2Loc. cit •• 
3Ib1d., PP• 605-606. 
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A soul sleep which excludes a bles sed enjoyment of God (psychopan-
nychism) must be definitely rejected on the basis of Phil. 1:23 and 
Luke 23:43. A sleep of the soul t'lhich includEw enjoyment of God ( s ays 
Luther) cannot be called a false doctrine •••• (note:) Luther: "It 
is divine truth that Abraham (afte:r de ath) lives with God, s erves Him, 
and also rules with Him. But what sort of life that is, whether he be 
asleep or ato~alce, that is another question~ How t he soul rests we are 
not to know; it is certain, however, that it lives. nl 
Froom, the Adventist theologian, stated the doctrine accurately: 
It is impossible to find in the Old Testament that hope for eter-
n al life ~-1as b ased on the innate immortality of the soul, but rather 
on the resur1:'ecti0n ciS a :reawakening from death as from a sleep, a 
sleep of complete unconsciousness.2 
The parable of Luke sixteen concer n·ing Lazarus and Dives is ex-
plained by the Seventh-Day Adventists as follows: 
a. The dialog • • • ll as wholly .i.maginary • • • never could happen, 
b. the time is fictitious • • • men are not to be rewa~ded until the 
resurrection , c. it is the only place loihere Hades is a place of 
torment. 3 
Evangelicals answer to the assertion of soul sleep with a number of 
good common-sense statements, besides many Scriptures which discredit the 
Seventh-Day Adventist claims. Calvin in speaking on John 11:12, about 
"sleep" has this to say: 
Since this word denotes only the sleep of the body, it is prodig~ 
iously absurd .to apply it--as some fanatics have done--to soUls, as 
if, by being depr ived of under~t an ding, they were subject to death. 4 
Hartin •t~rites, that "soul sleepers affirm conscious life is ever 
lrrancis Pieper, Christian Dogmatics (St. Louis, Missouri: Concor-
dia Publishing House, 1953), ,III, p. 512. 
2
rroom, 2:., ~' I, p. 184. 
3Representative Group, .2:. ~, p. 560, 
4John Calvin, Commentary on the Gospel of John (Grand Rapids: Wm. 
B. Eerdmans Publishing Co., 1956), r;-p. 430. --
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dependent upon the unity of body and soul; apart from the combination of 
the tvro, human consciousness is impossible. " 1 He further says, "the stock 
reference in Eccl1 9:5-10 . . • is contextually limited by verse 6: TI1e 
dead "know not anything • • . • that is done under the sun! 1112 
Tertullian speaks to this point: . "Souls do not ~?leep even when men 
are alive: it is indeed the busi.ness of bodies to sleep, to which also · 
belong death .itself. 113 
In this same vein Osmun quotes from Professor Delitzsch: 
[Scripture] calls death a sleep, so far as the disappearance of a 
dying person out of the body resembles the retreat of the soul of a 
person falling asleep out of corporeally evidenced external life; but 
it nowhere says that souls vanishing out of their bodies sleep. 4 
O,smun then continuP.d that, "apart f!lom the body the soul is not 
able to sleep •. Sleep is a thing of nerves •• • • even our bodily sleep 
is not one of suspended consciousness." 5 
How much "bettern can it be conceived, of St. Paul to be "absent 
from the body and present with the Lord," if he t-;ere to be unconscious? 
Of what comfort were t he words of Jesus about Paradis·e to the dying thief 
if the man were to be unconscious? How can one explain the appearance of 
Moses and Elijah with Christ on the mount of transfiguration if they vtere 
soul sleeping and unconscious? These and many other questions are raised 
by Evangelicals as being unharmonious with the doctrine of soul sleep. 
Evangelicals insist that the Bible teaches the resurrection of the body 
1r·lartin • E.£.:. cit. , p. 15. 
3 
Roberts and Donaldson, .£I?.!.. cit .• , ;nr, p. 235. 
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:from death and the grave, but the soul having never . die d is i n no need of 
resurrection. 
IV • SUl1r'IARY 
The Seventh-Day Adventist position relative to an intermediate 
state falls under foul? basic ide as : 
(1) t•lan does not possess an immortal ~:oul. At death the soul 
ceases to have life along r,.y ith th~ body. 
(2) I mmortality is besto\·led on the believer at the res ur•re ction 
when Christ r etums. The soul can only receive life · after the death of 
the body, if the person has lived r ighteou..c;ly, and this \dll be a1t1arded 
at t he resurrection. Ultimately the state o f i mmortalit y is bestowed 
for having lived a z•ighteous life. 
( 3) There has never been an immortal s inner. Because o f the ~<~icked 
life of the sinner he wiD. be given everlasting death. This is not an 
unending punishment but rather annihilation. It is an eternal death, one 
never to be l"'e called; but not one to be an eternally living in misery. 
( 4) The doctrine most pertinent to this thesis is that of soul 
sleep or psychopannychism. Seventh-Day Adventists hold that the soul be-
comes completely insensible and unconscious at death of the physical body. 
The soul actually is dead and receives life onl:r at the l'esurrect ion of 
the body. 
( 5) In this condition of sleep» time. and sense are non-existent. 
According to this reasoning there can be no such thin g as an intermediate 
state, at least not one of l-Thich the soul could consciously knotv about. 
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V. EVALUATION 
The Seventh-Day Adventists push aside the idea of an intermediate 
state because according to theln .it is "found to have expression in the 
pseudepigraphal writings. 111 If such a position were to be granted to 
them as valid, this premi se would yet have as much validity as the "visions" 
of Mrs, ~lhite t which underlie their philosophy of the soul. The entire 
system of soul sleep and annihilation is founded on the view of the mortal 
nature of man, revealed to Mrs, White by vision and conversation with the 
angels. Correct the basic error of the make-up of man by returning to 
Scripture from these "visions," give to man the dual-nature of Evangelical 
:faith, and their entire concept of the soul will crumble. 
In leaving this section it is proper to reflect that if the Seventh-
Day Adventist premise were valid, why then should there be any urgency to 
preach the Gospel? If the wicked are to be annihilated and not have to 
suffer for their wrong doing , what is their need to repent and be conver-
ted? Ellen G. White has said, "And where are the voices of \tarning and 
entreaty to bid tn.e sinner flee from this fearful doom? 112 It may well be 
asked, "What doom? Annihilation?., Obvious to any observer, the suicide 
rate speaks of how well t he wicked would like to "end it all." No other 
motive but concern that all might make the abode of the blessed could be 
urged as any reason for going with the message. Certainly, even this 
concern, would not urge the necessity of preaching to those who wi.ckedly 
revile God, his message and mes::1eneer-s . 
l r room, ~ ~. I, p. 184. 2white, ~ ~; p. 140, 
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Equally as pel~ple}d.ng is the blas·ting of the hope to be "with the 
Lord" which ls held dear to Evangelicals. Even though the jolt may be 
tempered with the thought that ti1t1e does not exist between death and the 
resurrection; com~r.on sense teaches that our gi"andmothers may have been in 
the grave l~1ger than we are old. However, according to the Adventist 
teaching they az-e not yet "with the Lord," as fat' as any consciousness 
can advise them. In their effol"'ts to make it easier to the transgressor, 
the Adventists have wrought confusion in the hope of God's redeemed, and 
given t he sinner what he desires .--that to "end it all. " 
CHAPTER IV 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
It was the purpose of this study to examine and discuss the posi-
tion of Evange.lical believers conaemlng the nature of an intermediate 
state. Th i s having been ascertai~e d, the Seventh-Day Adventis t position 
was compared and contrasted to it. Finding of tr•uly Evangelical voices 
who considered it enough to establish a position was difficult. · It was a 
general opinion, that since the doctrine is not essential to salvation, it 
is of little worth to discuss or study it. In spite of the lack of vol-
umes of material, certain concrete and reliable judgments have been raised 
which enabled the writer to formulate a statement. Ramifications of the 
subject are many, but the three principle areas of discussion are: (1) Im-
mortality of the soul; (2) The response of the soul in the intermediate 
state; and (3) Whether this state is a place or a condition. A summary 
treatment of these three areas follows. 
(1) Immortality~~~· It is the Evangelical position of 
the authorities cited in this thesis, that every soul of man is created by 
God in a divine act, and that as such, it is living and always will be. 
The position of the Seventh-Day Adventists in supporting conditional im-
mortality, is Scripturally unthinkable to Evangelicals. The Adventists 
feel that their doctrine is most soundly attested by men of note in most 
every generation, beginning with Tyndale. From the time of the early 
Fathers, however, this idea has been refuted. They cannot claim the solid 
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endorsement of any leader of movements within Protestantism: Luther, 
Zwingli, Calvin, Wesley, or Knox. The Adventists do cite a papal charge 
against vlishart, the forerunner of Knox , "for promulgating the doctrine 
of the . sleep of the soul. nl t'1artin· feels that "conditional immortalit~· 
Has taught by Hartin Luther, \Hlliam "!'yndale, John Wycliffe and other 
great figures of church history. ;, 2 Adventists do clai~ Luther's endo~e­
rnent, but recognize that he was not c~nsisterit. 3 The Lutherans of today 
cannot find this intention of soul sleep 1n his writings. 
Since the Adventist position is supported and undergirded mainly 
by extra-Biblical sources, namely, the visions of their foUnder, it be-
comes untenable and most contradictory to Scriptu·re in the judgment of 
most Evangelicals. 
(2) Response ~~soul ~~intermediate state • . This summary 
and that of the next section must have application only ~o the Evangelical 
position. The Seventh-Day Adventists do not believe in an intermediate 
state or place, because the soul is held to be in an unconscious state. 
They wouid not believe i.t possible therefore, for the soul to respond at 
all. The general consensus of opinion of the Evangelicals cited is that 
the believer will have happiness and i mmediate joy in the presence of his 
Lord. Agreement is also given for th~ most part that the wicked will have 
absence of joy in being estranged forever from the Lord in remorse and 
tormenting sadness. 
!Representative Group, op. cit., p. 576. 
--
2Hartin, op. cit., p. 236. 
--
2Representative Group, .2.e.:., cit., p. 572. 
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The Evangelicals viel•t man as being fully conscious and alert while 
in this state. It is not agreed that there can be any measure of growth 
po~sible for the soul; but very likely there will be a full adjustment in 
being with the Lord and absent from the body of flesh with its perve· se 
tendencies. This adju..~tment is thought to be a momentary one, effected by 
Divine grace. It is condemned as :i.mpossible and un-Scriptural that the 
soul of any man could make a decisj.on for the acceptance · of Christ' ,::; sal-
vation 5.n the intermediate state. In this is condemned the thought of a 
"second probation." . Further, the general Evangelical position undet:>stands 
the wicked are 'Y'ese:t~ved in the inte t'mediate state in a sort .of imprisonment 
of torment. 'rhir; . is a prison of l assex- extent of punishment and severity 
than the sinner vdll actually receive after the judgment. From the inter-
mediate state of both dghteous and wicked the souls of all will be res-
urrected,--the jus t to be rewur•de d with heaven and such other revrards as 
their "deeds" may me:r.i t. 1 The l-ricked will be condemned to neternal fire, 112 
and not to annihilation, a.s the Seventh-Day Adventists maintain. 
( 3) The intermediate state ~~place. The majorit-y of Evangeli-
cals cited do believe that the intermediate state calls for a place. The 
type of place needed for dis-embodied souls is not knoHn or conjectured. 
The parable of Luke sixteen speaking of IJazarus and Dives, is generally 
accepted by Evangelicals as a reliable description of a place tfhere the 
dead retire from the earth. The righteous are seen to be comforted in the 
presence of the old patriarchs, and the unrighteous are seen separated 
1Romans 2:6. 2Matthew 25:41. 
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from them in a place whe:re they are in torment~ Hhethe:r the parable sl1ould 
be interpreted in a lite:ral manner is a matter not agreed upon. The be-
lieve:r is always seen · in the New Testament as being with Christ • at the 
time of death 1 while the unbeliever is aHay fr>om Christ. Both of the 
states seem to imply ·that this mode of being implies a place us well , fo:r 
Ch:rist is in a place we call heaven. It is not necessa:ry to p:ress tne be-
lieve:r into the highest heaven immediately at the death of the body, f or> 
Christ is eve r~ther>e present. To do . this complicates th~ matter of r>e-
wards, which vdll be settled only after the judgment. The same must be 
said about sending the sinner into the flames of Gehenna prior to the 
judgment. 
CONCLUSIONS 
The fact of an intermediate state is believed by a majority of 
Evangelicals to be a true and Biblical doctrine, therefore, there can 
be considerable benefit from its being p:reached. 
1. Considering that Evangelicals believe the intermediate state 
is a time-experience., as viewed from this human side, we can therefore 
believe that deceased believers are spending time with Christ in enjoy-
ment, rest and waiting. Although it may not be viewed as a time-exper-
ience by the conscious soul therein, we can be assured those in Paradise 
are well aware of Christ's presence and that of othe:r believers as well. 
We can also be assured that those in sin's prison are waiting in con-
acious tormant for the :resurrection and the final judgment which will 
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conslgn them to Gehenna forever. 
2. Evangelicals likewis~ are agreed that the intermediate state 
is a place-expet'ience as entered into by the soul. Its make-up need not 
be a matel'•i a l one 1 and t hus the human mind does not underst and uhat sort 
of place i t may be. Becnuse of this, · the bel.ievnr must a t death have 
faith in God that He ~rill t ake his soul to the place of Hniting ~Jhe l'e he 
can be with the Lord J esus Christ. 
3. Evangelical opinion also affirms that there 1s a divi.sion in 
the intern ediate state ,--the righteous .dead are iorith the Lord Jesus Christ, 
and the '~>licked dead are separ ated from the I.ord Jesus Cht'i st. Therefore 1 
it is conc luded t hat death forever.· separates the just fre>m the unjust, the 
righteous f r om the unrighteous. They vrill never dHell together again. 
4. The intel"'mediate place does not repr·esent the final place i s 
also a proper conclusion for Evangelj_cals. 'll1us t he intermediate place is 
not the s a ints' heaven or the sinners' · he 11. Therefore r we. must preach 
that the best is y et to come for deceased saints; and this 11dll come at 
the parousia, when the mortal body will be immortalized and reunited with 
its eternal soul. Conversely, we must preach that the uorst is yet to 
come to the wicked after the second resurrection and the fina judgment. -
The wicked are to be kept in 11prison,"1 away from the righteous. There 
he will be in a state of consciousness l·dth regret, sorrm>~ 1 pain and 
torment. Their souls with tneir resurrected bodies \'fill stand in the 
.; I, 
, 
..t.I Peter 3:19. 
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great judgment cmc1 will then be consi e_ned to Gehenna. It is hardly c0nsis-
terit w:i. th Scripture to have them sent directly fro .e?,rth to Gehenna., 
the fin al abode of the damned, -.dth no trial and judgment beforehand. 
Other problem areas. 
1. A full investigation of the revolt of the Reformers against the 
purgatorial claims of the Roman Church, would be worthy of further study. 
2. The matter of the make-up of man and the immortality of the 
soul would present a challenge for a full investigative study. 
3. The effects of the resurrection of Jesus Christ on the doctrine 
of an intermediate state would be of definite interest to a further study 
of the intermediate state. 
4. From the Seventh-Day Adventist view, it would be most profitable 
to investigate the extent of reliability that has been placed in extra-
Biblical sources in determining their total doctrinal position. Some of 
these sources could be: the early visions of Mrs. White, the Millerite 
doctrines lV"hich were established prior to and somewhat basic to Adventist 
doctrines, the Jehovc>.h 1 s Hi tness beliefs whlch also stem f:r.om the Milleri tes, 
and the Christadelphian doctrines concerning the nature of man nnd the 
life after de ath. --- --- --
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